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PART 52, WIIERE ARE YOU?
Perhaps   Frank  Hornby  was

right   about   Part   52.       Ed   Barclay
expressed  his preference (CMIV no.1,
March)   for   the   5xll-hole   flanged
plate  in  bright  red.    Basic  Meccano®
sets   for   half   a  century   were   built
around that flanged  plate,  some ll-
hole  and  5-hole  strips,  four  pulleys
and two  axles  long enough to  hold a
pulley   on   each   side   of   the   plate.
Binns F}oad,  (sometime in the 1960s)
dropped  p/n  52 from  the  blue/yellow
sets  in  favour of p/n 53.   The Calais
firm   went    even   farther,    with    the
smallest   kits   having   nothing   larger
than p/n 51  (3x5-hole flanged plate).

Early  in  1996  at  somcone's
request I gathered a two-table display
of models, and a bushel of Meocano®
parts  in  the  shiniest  of  zinc,  yellow,
and a bit of blue; and about a dozen
youngsters were turned loose, with no
prompting      or     preliminary      hints.
Within an hour all but three (no count
kept  of  male/female)  liad  produced
something   based   on   p/n   52   and
wheels  and  axles.     Of  the  few  not
basically 5xl 1  holes, one had two p/n
53  bolted   end-to-end;  one  had   a
frame with triangular sides and a pair
of 11 -hole strips crosswise at the top,
obviously  a flying  machine;  and  one
(female)   had   produced   a  structure
vaguely     doghouse-like.           When
cookies were produced after an hour
-  which  normally would  produce  an
instant rush and disappearance of the
comestibles   -   there   was   never   a
pause in the Meocano® activity, not a
cookie left the tray.   Only when  hints
came  from  adults  that  the  available
time  had  expired, was the Meccano®
reluctantly abandoned.

Yellow    plastic    tin.    pulleys
were   available   in   plenty   and   were
mostly  used  with  clunky  black  tires,
but  there was  some  difficulty  finding
axles  of  the  right  length  and  using
plastic spring clips to secure the loose
pulleys.    Metal  tin.  pulleys  and  Bush
Wheels were also used but setscrews
(rather,   Allen-head   belts)  were   not
obvious  to  novices.     It  was  obvious

that all the participants were novic
they  had  trouble  with  the  nut-and-
bolt  principle.    Perhaps  one was  not
precisely a novice.   He seized a zinc
strip and declared it to be an imitation
of  one  of  the  Imitation  Imports  from
the Orient; and refused to accept that
Meocano® and Frank Hornby had got
the idea first.

Perhaps the tiny parts  in the
Collection envelopes are not the best
introductory    material    for    absolute
Meccanovices.   There may well be a
place still for the old-fashioned  No.1
Outfit.    Perhaps  not  the  No.0  Outfit,
which    had   only   two   pulleys   and
wouldn't make a respectable cart.  But
the clunky tires  for  road wheels  -  in
all  their  now   many  varieties   -  are
great.  They often make the difference
between toyishness and verisimilitude.
And they don't scratch tabletops.

Oh, that heading?  Plemember black-
and-white  television?    Remember  a
comedy   program   called   "Car   54,
Where Are You"?

Don  F?edmond
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Jerry   Dubois  writes:     Like   many
others,   and   unlike   many,   I   closely
follow  the  new  models  presented  in
various Meccano magazines.   I enjoy
following  the builder's plans.   There I
find  in  recent  years  that  a//  new  or
renewed   models   in   all   publications
tend  to  omit  essential  notes  in  their
building  descriptions  or  instructions.
I  also  have  heard grumbling  about a
lack of  parts  lists.    I  can  like  it  better
without  the  latter,  rather  than  with  a
lack of  instructions.   Most of the time
I have managed to find the solutions,
or  else  improvise.     1'11  be  the  first  to
admit  that  most  of  these  models   I
never could have imagined, built and
described.   Having   noted   all   of   the
above,    I   still   encourage   Meccano
builders     to     continue     with     your
wonderful  new  (and  old)  models,  to
stump  me  and  make  me  use  those
dormant grey cells.

To  those  of  you  who   have
seen  my  model  of  La  f)ga/e  Oared
Fighting    Ship    (galley)    by    Dennis
Wright, myself and Norm Lacroix and
admired     it    in    its    full-blown    sail
capacity, with moving oars and all the
decoration:      To   those  who
have  not  seen  the  complete
model,     check      Canad/.an
Mec;canoman's      Newsletter
Model  Plan  6,  June  1985,  or
Canadian  Special  Model  10.
I  still  have  all  the  aluminum
oars,  sails,  decorations,  etc.
I`m   willing   to   lend   these  to
anyone seriously considering
rebuilding   the   model.      The
cost?    Only   shipping    costs
both   ways.     They   must  be
returned     as     they     are
expensive.

Dennis  Caswell  writes:     I
am  glad  to  see the  CANADIAN
MEccANOTES   continue,   and
apparently  to  be  on   a  solid
financial      footing.             My
experience  with   your  group
started in  1994 when I joined.
I got the tour issues for 1994,
but  was   rather   reluctant  to

continue    at    that    time    since    the
magazine  had  been  skipping  issues.
I  believe that going to the new format
resulted   in  a  cost  saving,   and  this
permitted the magazine to resume.

In early December last year,  I
was   able  to   purchase  a   red/green
No.10 set with numerous extra items,
tor  tlie  bargain   price  of  $1,000.      I
have  not  decided  what  I  want  to  do
with  this,   but  among  other  items,   I
have 20x7,  and  6xll3.   Sorry, this is
not tor sale at this time.

I  have  been  over  to  Niagara
Falls,  New York,  and  it  appears  that
Erector (Meccano)  is  not selling well.
One  can  purchase  a  No.6  set,  with
motor,  for  US  $90.     I  picked  up  a
No.3 Dynamic set for US $12.50, and
in     addition,     purchased     a     non-
Meccano motorcycle set for US $7.00.
I  talked  to  one store  owner who  told
me  that  he  is  unable  to  sell  Erector,
but the plastic K'NEX sells well.

I      have     found      some
inexpensive items that can be used for
models.    For Meccano cord  (p/n 40),
Canadian   Tire   sells   a   green   cord
which  is just a touch  thicker that the
original item.   I used this on the No.10
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set Cargo ship model that I had build.
In   addition,   as   a  substitute  for  the
normal   washers   (p/n   36),    I   have
found that     metric     (M4)     washers
work well.   In fact, these washers are
the  same  thickness  as  a  perforated
strip,   and   would   work   well   in   the
example   shown   in   the   September
1994     issue  of   Canadi.an  A/eccano
News.

Until now, I have been greatly
f rustrated with the AIlen key heads of
the  modern  screws.   I  greatly  prefer
using a normal screwdriver, as this is
much  easier  to  give  a  rapid  twisting
motion.       Now,    I   have   sourced   a
supplier   of   Alley   key   screwdrivers.
Please contact:

Plichard Esseltine, 540 Fifes Bay Rd.,
Peterborough,      Ontario,     Canada
K9J 6X3, Tel/Fax: (705) 876-8645.

He may be able to supply nuts
and  bolts  as  well,   at  a  reasonable
price.

Bernard  Champoux writes:    In the
CANADIAN  MEccANOTES  of  March  97

you   mentioned   the  circular   rings   I
presented as an interesting and useful
new   part,    eliminating   the   tedious
rolling  of  strips  and  the  sometimes

troublesome overlapping  and

No.  of           Diam.           Inside        Outside         Material  used
holes              No.                 Diam.         Diam.
around        inches         inches       inches

3                   0.477          0.452

4                     0.637           0.612

5                    0.796           0.771

6                   0.955          0.930

7                        1.114              1.089

8                       1.273            1.248

solid                stock 9/16"
(not practical)

o.662             Std 3/8" pipe

0.821               Std  1/2"  pipe

0.980            std 3J4" pipe

1.139              std  1"  pipe

1.298              std  1" pipe
cheating by
•020"

1.432             1.407          1.457               1"  coupling
steel

1.592             1.567          1.617               Std  11/4"  pipe

1.751             1.726          1.776               1t/2"  Std  pipe

1.910             1.885          1.935               ?

bolting.

The advantages are:

1.               rigidity;

2.            no overlaps;

3.             perfect circle;

4.             1/2in.      hole     spacing
same as rolling Strips.

Disadvantages:      One   must
have    access    to    a    metal
lathe.

To   the   left   are   the
dimensions for machining the
rings    and    also    the    easily
accessible  material to  use to
reduce      machining      time.
There   are    many   types   of
tubing   that   I   didn't   think  of
that could be used.

[See     illustration     on     next
page!]
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Earl Pitts writes:  In reply to Ted Van
Klink regarding his zinc parts that are
discoloured:       The   problem   is   the
chemicals    used   to   finish   the   oak
cabinets.     Zinc   is   porous,   and  the
chemical  reacts  with  the  zinc  by  an
oxidation process (white powder) and
then the zinc discolours.   I have taken
my parts, and others (red, green) that
are badly scraped, and had them re-
plated.   Look in the phone book under"plating"  or  "Platers",  and  then  visit

the  shop.     They  will   replate  by  the
pound.  I  have worked a deal to  nave
them   do   it  for  a   minimum   charge
based  on  weight.    I  sent out  at  least
15 pounds at a time.   The results are
good.    I  have  had  replated  parts  for
sale at the Hobby Show, and they are
as  gcod  or  better  than  the  original.
Find  a  plater  and  explain  what  you
want done.   I have found them helpful
and willing  to  take an  interest  in  my
hobby.   I have had  nickel replated as
well.   The cost is $30-40 for a  lot of
15 to 20 pounds.

G.  Earl  Pitts,

26 Dyer Court,

Cambridge ON

N3C 488.

[About   addresses:   Since   a
number of  CMIV readers do  not wish
their addresses made public, CMrv has
a policy of not making available either
individual  addresses   nor  subscriber
lists-except at the specific request of
the individual concerned.-Ed.I

Flefinishing   parts:      Hubert   Hogle
writes  that  he  finds  using  paint  re-
mover on old Meccano just too messy.

"I profer using a 6" wire wheel

in  my  drill  press  at top speed.    This
does not work for some parts (eg 52,
163, 216). High speed wire wheels re-
move skin in an instant so use leather
gloves and, of course, eye protection.
Many  parts,   once  stripped  show  a
sharp edge on one side, a remnant of
the stamping  process.    I  use a small
tile  to  remove  this  edge  before  re-
painting.  If you're  really  obsessive,  a
small cone-shaped grinding wheel in
a   drill   press   or   hand   grinder   can
remove sharp edges on the holes."
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Above: Bernard Champoux's ring strips in sizes 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12-holes;
all tioles are %2in. apart (story On page 3).
Below: Disk llarrow and tractor, using 33 Sprockets, inspired by a Marklin
model and Lou Boselli (story below).

Sprocket Tale:   Some time ago Lou
Boselli  related a problem of an order
he   had   placed   with   his   Meccano
supplier for  a  large quantity  of 31/2in.
Angle   Girders,   part  9b.     What   he
received     was     a     bagful     of     Tin.
Sprockets,   p/n   96.      For   whatever
reasons,    the    error    having    been
corrected,  the  supplier  did  not  want
back  the  unwanted  sprockets.     Lou
found this  unexpected  bonus to be a
drug  on  the  market.     Eventually  he
challenged  the  Editor  to  produce  a
model  using the leftovers.   The result

was  a  model  inspired  by  one  in  a
Marklin      manual      from      their
Landmaschinen (farm machinery) set:
a  tractor  with  a  triple  disc  harrow,
using   the   Sprockets   as   the   discs.
(The  German  model  rejoices  in  the
name  of  "Schlepper  mit  dreiteiligen
Walzenkrt]mler".)         The     Meccano
version  is  in  green  reminiscent  of  a
well known  make of farm  machinery.
The  Marklin  original  is  in  handsome
orange  and  black,  and  uses  plastic
multiple-purpose     gears     for     tlle
toothed discs.



Useful:   A  non-Meccano  part which
seems   very   useful   is   a   3x5-hole
perforated  plate.    Meccano  has  3x5
and 3x7-hole plates, but the plate one
hole  shorter  sometimes  fills  a  need.
Keep  an  eye out for them;  they  may
be  found   in  some  "other  systems",
perhaps   now-obsolete   varieties   of
Erector  (not  current  U.S.   Erector  =
Meccano)   or   even   in   one   of   the
Imported  Imitators.

Another   New    Look:       For    1997
(July?)  another new  line of sets from
Meccano  S.A.,  centring  on  a  "space
exploration"    (NASA?)   theme:       the
"4800"    line    called    in    the    U.S.A.

Erector  Mission  XP,  and  in  the  UK
"Mission:   the   Universe".      From   the

Defender    (space    fighter)    through
explorer vehicles to a Space base, US
prices   run  from  the  $20   level  to  a
$100 tag.   In the UK they are listed at
£20 to £85, or apparently a third more
expensive.    But  accounts  in  the  UK
newsletters     indicate    that    sterling
prices are already heavily discounted.
MW     Models     is    offering     "Loyalty
Vouchers"   worth    15-18°/o   off   list,
redeemable in merchandise from MW.
No  indication from  press  releases  as
to whether  any  new  parts  are  in  the
sets;    but   there    are    new   colours
including orange and black.   (Marklin
Metall had an orange and black farm
machinery    set    some    time    ago.)
There's   a   new   series   of   Meccano
Junior  (plastic) sets  too.   "The major
step-up  feature"  says  the  New  York
release,    "is   the    Friction    Motor,    a
pullback motor" which  in a UK listing
is  called   "Recoil   Motor."     Sets   run
from Playground Fun (£8.50) through
half-a-dozen vehicle sets to a Super
Copter  and   US  Truck  (£32.65   less
voucher).

The new metal  Mission  line is
in  addition  to  the  18  Collection  and
six "Classic" and "Custom" Collection
multi-model kits through the "Ultimate
Control"     (infra-red     remote)     and
Master  Builder  sets.    The  "Dynamic"
series  is discontinued.   Calais design
has    been    ingenious    in    producing

small models of up-to-date machines
that go Whiz  and  attract today's  age
8-12  boys.    A  wide  variety  of  small
items   makes   a   line  that  competes
strongly against the endless variety in
some   competing   toy   lines.       It's   a
shrewd   market  focus.     The  Space
Base    set    includes    the    p/n    167b
Flanged  fling  (in  white)  and  the  6in.
Circular  Plate (black)!

Common   Noun?     Bert   Loerakker,
editor  ot  MGcoano  rvi.etjws  from  the
Netherlands, comments in the Spring
issue   about  changes   in   the   Dutch
language over the years,  as  recently
as    1954    and    1996.         "A    metal
construction     set     is     now     called
meccano"  he says  (and the formal  U
for  "you"  is  now  u,  as  if  in  English  /
were  to  become  merely  i).     But  he
adds,  "...with your permission  I will let
the word Meccano-unaltered-beg in
with   a  capital   letter."     And   so,   l'm
sure,   say   all   of   us   in   English   too.
Meccano      is     still      a     trademark.
Capitalized,  it  crops  up  frequently  in
the   newspapers   (but  in   the   U.S.A.,
Erector.get     the     same
recognition-Meccano     does     not).
And  how  often  in  garage  sales,  flea
markets and similar events one finds
something      alleged      to      be
Meccano-which   turns   out   to   be
some  other  kind  of construction  set.
(Buy it, and tell the Editor about it; he
and   lots   of   others   are  wild   about
"Other Systems".)

Manfred   is   not   alone:      Man fred
Hammer regularly brings to CMAMAS
shows    models    made   in    Fischer-
technik, a German plastic construction
system.   Aheo  .in  Meccano  Nieuws,  a
note  that  there   is  a   Fischertechnjk
Club     in     the     Netherlands-and
presumably also in Germany.

COMING----
:::#:idAEEii7+o;:3£:?,39|e.

8::g3¥,sos:;2€:s:a€:±z:g;:;;,
Toy  Show,  Toronto
Contact:  John  Wapshott,   54
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Red Paint Problem:   Attila Szakonyi
and  the  Editor  were  commiserating
recently     about     repainting     parts,
especially   in   red.      Getting   a  good
match tor medium Meccano red (and
green   too)   is   difficult.       Getting   a
durable finish  is even worse.   Advice
Attila got from  a paint salesman was
to oven-dry red paint for about three
hours at 100-150° F.  It turned brown,
even  though  the parts  had  air-dried
for three weeks.  The Editor confirmed
this;    the   colour   darkened    in    ten
minutes at 125°.   Current zinc plating
lasts only about ten years,  Attila has
found.       What   to   do   that   is   not
outrageously expensive?

F]unnymede  Goodies:    The  Spring
issue    (No.33)    of   the    BLinnymede
Meccano  Guild  Newsletter  .is  lul]  Of
delightful   items.       Pictures   of   Bob
Brooker's    Magnificent    MG    Midget
(two-seater car hardly distingu ishable
from  the  full  size  original,  i{  it wern't
for  a  sprinkling  of  bolt  heads)...Two
compact   and   fine   traction   engine
models,  by  Mike  Cotterill  and  Frank
Paine...Brian   Rowe's   model   ot   the
James Booth rectilinear vertical steam
engine,  using an unusual cross-slide
crankshaft  motion...News  of  special
parts   produced   by   David   Fellows,
including   three  sizes  of  gear   rings
(57/95t, 95/133t, 133/1 71 t) at the very
reasonable price of a set of three for
£22;  narrow  angle girders  5,11  and
25 holes  long (65p to £1.30); and flat
plates  2,  3  and  5  holes  wide  by  25
holes  long.   And the picture on  page
6  isn't  some  kind  of code  message,
but illustrations of what you can make
from     these     strips .... An     e-mail
address   list  (see  also   Meccanonet,
elsewhere  in  these  MEcCANOTEs)...A
very useful summary of the history of
colour  schemes   in   Meocano   parts,
from      Geoff     Wright      and     Tony
Press...Dave      Taylor's      monster
MICKEY  robot,  and  a  picture of  Phil
Bradley's Scherzer rolling lift bridge is
much  like  the  one  at  Smiths   Falls,
Ontario.         To    receive    the    RMG
Newsletter, write to Nick  Rodgers, 21
Copthall    Way,    Weybridge,    Surrey
KT15 3TX,   England;   sorry,   price   is
not stated.
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Above: Brackets made from special I tat plates produced by David Fellows
(story on page 5).  F\eproduced by permission.

lt's   ln    the   Book:       Allusions   to
Meccano   are  common   in   England,
where the trademark name is literally
a     household     word;     and     these
references  are  the  stuff  the  Oxford
English  Dictionary uses to  char\ the
language.      Among   the   rcterences,
kindly  supplied  by  Adrian  Pepper  of
the computerized  OED project at the
University of Waterloo:   "I shall  make
a prison cell of meccano, and pretend
you're     locked...inside."           (H.      De
Selincourt,     1924).     "The    complete
meccano  set  for  the  mind  that  is  in
The   First   Men   in   the   Moon."      (F\.
West,1928).    "An  economy  may  be
made for the foreigner by presenting
to   him  the   elementary  words  only,
thereby     substituting      a      linguistic
Meccano  for  the  expense  of  ready-
made  models."     (Ameri.can  Speech,
1934).    "The  vocabulary  is  largely  a
'Meccano'  vocabulary;   it  is  built  up

from  bits  and  pieces  which  can  be
stuck  together   in  twos,   threes   and
fours,"    (Ivew  Sci.enf7.sf,1957).    "The
suspension  bridge was still standing,
its   graceful    lines    making    Sydney
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Harbour   Bridge   look  like  a  clumsy
piece of Meocano."   (F`.  Perry,1972)."The  Eiffel Tower...is quite a piece of

Meccano:  there are more than 18,000
structural   components   in   the   985ft
high  tower."    (The  Guardi.an,1972).
"They    could    see    the    enormous,

meccano  structure  of  the  television
mast  on  top  of  Sydenham  Hill."    (S.
Hyland,1958).

Meccanophile    or    Meccanosien?
CMrv avoids the word "Meccanoman"
as  slighting  our  feminine colleagues.
What     better     term?          "Meccano
enthusiast" is what CMIV has used but
it's  a bit cumbersome.   M.  Ferdinand
Bondu   of   the   Club   des   Amis   du
Meccano   (France)   puts   forward   a
neologism:    Meccanosien.    It's of the
same   French  form   as   for   instance
"m6canicien".    Of  course,  there  also

has  to  be  a  feminine  of  the  French
noun:     Mecoanosienne,     But  some
French-Canadian     Meccano
colleagues     prefer     another    word:
Meccanophile.            This      has      the
advantage of being identical in French

and  English,  and  of  not  requiring  a
feminine form.   Shall we try out these
words in CAAV?  M. Bondu's neologism
does     suggest     another     coinage:
Meccanosis,     which     would     mean
Meccano  fever...whicri  is  probably  a
common      ailment      hitherto
unrecognized   by   orthodox   medical
science.

Electric   Magic:      And   while   we're
browsing through the January-March
issue of the  CAM Magazi.ne:   Did you
know   there  was   an   e/ecfri.a  Magic
Motor?   This 20V mite was the same
basic   shape   as   the   spring   motor.
Introduced in  1937,  it was a casualty
of the Second World War,  in  1940.

Dandruff :   Why  is  it  that,  no  matter
how carefully a model is checked over
beforehand-it goes to  a show,  and
at the end as it's being picked up and
packed   away-and   when   it   gets
home  and  is  lifted  out  of  the  box  or
wrapping-strangely  assorted   nuts,
bolts and washers, and even, if one is
lucky,   other   small   parts-can   be
found  sifted  down  onto  tablecloth  or
workbench, or rattling around inside a
box which should have been empty?
Meccano  dandruff.     Short  of  using
Loctite,   or   cyanoacrylate   glue,   on
every  nut/bolvwasher,  there  doesn't
seem    to    be    a    remedy.        Extra
tightening  of  every  (?)  nut  and  bolt
and  grubscrew,  beforehand,  doesn't
prevent the dandruff-it only  results
in  the  occasional  stripped  thread  or
ruined   bolt   head,   with   consequent
delay and  much unseemly language.
Sometimes the dandruff is  not found
at  all-the   revelation  of  what  has
happened  is when  a supposedly fine
and finished model suddenly, in mjd-
exhibition,   goes   a-limping   and   a-
rattling,  and the loss is  revealed.   Do
you  ever  have  a  replacement  bit  in
your  toolkit?     (Lucky!)     ls  there  an
answer to the problem?   No.   Double
nutting?      The   bolts   are   not   long
enough.     Double  setscrews?     That
seems  to  encourage  loose  pinions,
rather than preventing them.   Is there
a   Meccano   equivalent  of  what  the
British would call the belt-and-braces
precaution?

D.A.F1.
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David  Williams  of  Edmonton
reports    that    his    "Meccano    Home
Page-Canada"  has  a  new  address,
<http://www.freenet.edmonton.ab.ca/
meccano/>.   Topics include Meccano
history;    instruction    manuals,    bro-
chures & A/eccano A/agazi.ne, all with
full     colour     graphics;     exhibitions,
books,    newsletters,     model    plans,
models  (with  colour graphics),  parts,
imitators,  sources,  cleaning  and  re-
painting.  On  "Meccano  on  the  Inter-
net"   are   links   to   other   worldwide
Mecoano  sources,  such  as  Internal-
ional Society of Meocanomen pages.

A Meocano e-mail mailing list
containing over 200 names has been
set up,  reports  Paul  Dale] at:  <span-
ner@jcu.edu.au>.  To subscribe to the
e-mail list, address <majordomo@jcu.
edu.au.> and type the message "sub-
scribe meccano".  There is no cost for
subscribing;   e-mail   messages   are
sent  automatically  to  all  subscribers.
David   Williams   adds,   "The   Internet
has turned out to be a wonderful way
for Meccano people all over the world
to  communicate  with   one   another.
Internet   e-mail   is   delivered   within
minutes      and      allows      a      virtual
'conversation' to be carried out."

Geoff  Wright  at  MW  Models,
Henley-on-Thames,  now has an  e-
mail    address:    <gcoff@mwmodels.
telme.com>  and  David  Williams  is at
<mecoano@freenet.edmonton.ab.ca>.
IsoMec,  the  Meccano  drafting  pro-
gram using CorelDPAW, is at: <http://
home.global.co.za/~isomec>      and
Poger  Hill,  who  produced  lsoMec,  is
at: <rhill@icl.co.za> while for French-
language  readers,  Le Club des Amis
du  Meccano has a web Site:   <http://
www.members.aol.com/cam france/
mecdano.html>.   MW  Models   main-
tains  an  e-mail  mailing  list,  and  also
accepts fax orders (+44 1491  571175)
and orderphone (+441491 572436) as
well  as  the  e-mail  address  above.
There is also an  e-mail  list  (not from
MW)   at:   <majordomo@jcu.edu.au>.
To  subscribe  to   that   list,   send   the
message "subscribe spanner".

Wanted:     old  Meccano  set  boxes,
lids,    part    boxes,    stringing    cards.
Hanks  of  cord,  p/n  40,1920's  blue,
black,  red.    Manuals  from  the  1920's
and     1930's    and    any    advertising
brochures.   Special screwdrivers with
metal   or   wooden   handles.       Greg
Pahn,  27  Cayuga  Place,  Lethbridge
AB TI K 5J1 ;  Tel:  (403)  381 -6621.

Wanted:   Pre-war    Aeroplane    and
Motor  Car  Constructor  parts  and/or
sets-originals   not  replicas.     Plen6
Widmer,    251     St.    Clair    Ave.     E.,
Toronto  ON  M4T  1 P1.

Wanted:   Manuals for sets 8 and 9,
blue/yellow      diagrams.            Dany
Friedman,     65     Northwood     Drive,
Willowdale   ON    M2M 2J9;   Tel/Fax:
(416) 512-7488  (auto).

Wanted:   Meccano  Binns  Pload  red
parts     118,     143,     145,     146,     195.
Narrow strips 3, 4 and 7 holes,  nickel
plated.            Pre-war      Motor      Car
Constructor      set      No.1       in
green/yellow/red;      set      No.2      in
green/yellow    or    cream/orange/red.
Pre-war     Aeroplane     Constructor
Special    Outfit    No.2    in    red/cream.
Marklin      car     constructor     sets.
Individual     parts     for     Motor     Car
Constructor  and   Aeroplane  Special
outfits.    Pre-war  Bayko  construction
sets  4,  5 or 6.    All  in  good  condition
and    complete.        No    replicas.    P.
Widmer,   251    St.   Clair   Ave.    East,
Toronto  ON  M4T  1 P1.

Offer:   Technokid  set  00,  made  in
Hungary; aluminum parts,  instruction
book  good  condition,  box  fair;  also
part   of   Canadian   Steel    Instructor
manual.   Nearly complete:   flat plates
p/n  1  x  1,1a x  1,  2 x 3,  3 x  1,  4 x 2,
4a x 2, 5 x  1, 5a x 1,  6 x  1,  6a x  1 ,  7
x 4; toothed strips p/n 8 x 3, 8a x 3, 9
x  4;  plain  strip  p/n  10  x  8,10a  x  4,
lob x  6,loo x 6,10d  x 6;  pulley p/n
60  x  4;  flat  disc  p/n  60a  x  4;  pulley
p/n 60b x 4; adjusting ring p/n 61  x 4;
61a    washer    x    9:    shafts    p/n    62
(120mm)  x  1,  62a  (95mm)  x  2,  62b
(65mm)  x  1,  62c  (50mm)  x  2;  crank
p/n 63 x 1 ; flat clip p/n 64 x 40; angle
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clip 64a x 50, screw 65 x 52,  nut 66 x
55;  1   screwdriver,   1   wrench,  helical
spring p/n 75 x  1 ; rubber tire p/n  150
(45mm dia.) x 4,151  (30mm dia.) x 4.
$70   incl.   postage;   or  will  trade  for
Meccano   parts:   130a  x  4,   27   (50t
gear) x 2, 62b (double arm crank) x 4,
95    (2in.    sprocket)    x    2,    96    (1in.
sprocket) x 2; 96a (%in. sprocket) x 2.
Eugene L. Schofield, Box 27, Centre-
ville,  King's County NS BOP  IJO.

Offer:   Meccano manuals,  condition
good to very good: set 3,  1949; set 5,
1956; set 7/8,1962: $5 each.   Set 6,
1960; set 7/8,1957; set 6,1960; set
7/8,1964:  $10  each.    Set 3A,1956;
set   6A,    1959:    $3   each.       Super
Highway  Multikit,  $5.    Ren6 Widmer,
251   St.  Clair  Aye.  East,  Toronto  ON
M4T  1 P1  (after June  18).

Offer:    Bayko    building    set    No.15,
made by Meccano Ltd„ as advertised
in MMAugust 1962; in original carton.
$80 plus postage. Emile Amirault, Box
42,  Vawn SK SOM 2ZO.

by Nell Eraser
The     unused     letters     can     sh.Ift,
grind and strip

T B E 8 T E K C A F) 8 I

C R U N A T N L D C C N
I 0 A T A A A 0 A H 0 T
T C L N T R F] C P A N E
A I 0 L S 0 C K T L T Ft

M L E N A F N W 0 L R F
U U R X N R 0 0 F] E A A
E A 8 L u E P F] I N T C
N R E W 0 P C K M a E E
P D C I T E H T S E A F]

a Y F] 0 Y E V N 0 C F] I

0 H R E L L E P 0 R P F

adaptor
aesthetic
blueprint
bracket
button
challenge
clockwork
collar
connector

co ntrate        perfo rate
conveyor       pneumatic
crane             pool
crank             power
fire                    propel ler
hot                  rack
hydraulic       sock
i n terface        tact
pane               transformer
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Awloward  Nuts:     When  you  find  it
difficult  to  screw   a  bolt  into   a  nut
(without wetting your finger or putting
wax   on   it-which   doesn`t   always
work)     in     an     awkward     position:
position the nut and washer on a Drift
and   centre   the   Drift   in   the   hole.
Touch the bolt to the end of the drift,
slide the drift back until the bolt meets
the  nut,  and  voi./a!    lt  helps to  use a
screwdriver  with  spring  arms,  or  a
split tip, designed to hold the butt.

Grindstone  Power:    A  very  useful
item  often  found  at flea markets and
garage sales  is old  sewing-machine
motors.   Powerlul and very fast, their
speed   can   be   reduced   by  various
means, though the foot-pedal controls
for    them    are    not    designed    for
continuous load.   Most of us can find
a   friend    to    reduce   the   shaft   to
Meccano  size  (4,1mm),  but this  may
not   be   necessary   tor   some   uses.
Jerry  Dubois  made  a  bench  grinder,
though   a   buffering   wheel   or   other
adaptations   can   easily   be   made.
Photo 1  used a 12/24V DC motor with
a  transformer;  photo  2  is  the  120V
version.   The sector plate is raised to
the shaft level as a rest for the work to
be ground. (Pictures, page 9)

Canadian Modeling Challenge:  The
West     London     Meccano     Society
Newsletter    has    an    article    about
Richard Trevithick's 1803 locomotive.
No   one   seems   to   have   modeled
Canada's     first     locomotive,      the
Dorcnesler  of  1836.     Harry  Allin  of
Bowmanville,  Ont.,  built a 7in. gauge
live-steam  scale  model  some  years
ago; and the wooden mock-up model
shown   in  this  VIA   Rail   photo   is   in
Ottawa. Get busy, Meccano modelers.

Copper     Tubing     Fittings:
Don  Pearson writes:   I have been
doing a light duty program at work in
order   to   avoid   Worker's   Compen-
sation.   For my light job, the company
assigned me to catalogue all the nuts
and bolts, tubing fittings and pipe and
plumbing fittings in stock.   (The joy of
hardware!  I have been as happy as a
clamp!)       Thus,    I    learned    of   the
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existence   of   the   rare,   and   much
unknown  copper  pipe  fittings  in  Sin.,
1/4in.   and   even   gin.      I   appropriated

(with    collusion    and    permission)    a
quantity  Of  1/2in.   and  1/din.   fittings  to
fool  around  with.    Preferring  to  Muti-
Iator's  Corner  No.13 for  CMN  No.49,
Decxulber 1993, " AROUND THE BEND'
comes " SON OF AFIOUND THE BENIN."

ln   fooling   around   with   the
half-size 1/din.  elbows, couplings etc.,
I   discovered   that   the   ends   of   the
fittings      fit      Meccano      standard
brassware as if the two were made for
one  another.      I   plan  to   investigate
ways   in   which   the   fittings   can   be
drilled in order to fit both the threaded
and the axle holes of the brassware,
as  well  as  solid   rod  and  1/4in.  pipe.
Thus  far,   I  have  only  been  able  to
locate soft copper tubing (unsuitable),
and   short   lengths   of   1/4in.   chrome
plated  pipe  used  under  sinks  etc.  to
connect taps  in a decorative manner
to  the supply.    I  have  been  told  that
hard copper 1/4in. pipe does exist, but
it  is  difficult  to  come  by  (one  place
lists  100' lengths!)    I  can  imagine the
pipe  between  two  Socket  Couplings
with   a   standard   axle   through   the
middle     in     order     to     make     an
inexpensive  long  concentric  drive  ot
any   length   needed.       I   have   90°
elbows,   45°   elbows,   tees,   straight
couplings and  end caps.   I have also
located  a goo elbow for the 1/2in.  pipe
called a "street elbow", which bears a
female end  and  a male end,  instead
of   two   females.      I   learned   of   the
unheard-of   gin.   size   by   seeing   a
reducer  in  a  miscellaneous  box  for
1/2in.  to  gin.  copper.    A  reducer  from
1/2in.   to   1/4in.,   if   it   exists,   might   be

useful    for    our    purposes.         [Don
Pearson,   who   has  been   nursing   a
severely     broken     wrist,     has     our
sympathies,   and   proves  that  every
cloud   has   a   silver,   or   at   least   a
copper, lining.-Ed.I

Rotating   Electrical   Connections:
Neil  Eraser suggests that to  pass  as
many  as  three  electrical  connections
through a rotating bearing, instead of
using     sliprings,      use     a     stereo
headphone jack.   These come in two
standard  sizes,  and  easily  pull  apart

when  the  bearing  is  detached,  such
as in the  rotating superstructure of a
crane.    Another  method  is  to  use  a
telephone   handset   cord   untangler.
These   devices   are   often   easier   to
mount, and pass four separate elec-
trical connections,  but can carry  less
amperage  than  the  stereo  plugs.    If
either  of  these types  of  connector  is
properly isolated, one can get an extra
electrical   connection   by   grounding
through the metal frame of the model.
[Caution:  lf a 120V motor is used in a
model,   the  model  frame  should  be
grounded to the ground of the power
supply,  and should  not be used as a
connection for model circuitry.-Ed]

Three-Inch     Flanged     Wheels:
Bernard  Champoux  has successfully
turned    out   a    number   of   flanged
wheels  made  from  3in.  Pulleys,  and
has found that old-style wide-groove
pulleys are of different steel that those
with  narrow grooves,  so they do  not
"flange" successfully.

Misaligned  Sliafts:    When  taking  a
gear  drive  off  the  output  shaft  of  a
(non-Meccano)  gearhead  motor,  the
motor  shaft  turned  out  to  be  a  bit
thinner  than  a  Meccano  rod.     The
helical  pinion  which  was  to  be  the
drive gear could not be adjusted con-
centric with the motor shaft, so there
was a bind in the drive.

The  problem  was  solved  by
journalling the helical pinion on a rod
in  separate bearings,  in  line with the
motor  shaft,  and  inserting  a  "loose"
coupling to allow tor the wobble.  Two
tin.  bush wheels were used,  one on
the   motor  shaft,   the  other   on   the
driven shaft.  Three NC6-32 bolts and
nuts  were  fixed  to  one  of  the  bush
wheels,  as  nearly  as  possible  in  the
centre of its holes.  There was enough
slack around the bolts, projecting into
the other  bush  wheel,  that the drive
was     smooth      and     continuous.
Fortunately,  this was  a slow  drive;  it
would  probably  not  be smooth  on  a
high-speed     drive.          Commercial
flexible  couplings  of  this  sort  would
use  a  flexible  ring  between  the  two
wheels, riveted alternately to one and
the other.
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Nickel      Plating:      A      Montreal
Meccanophile    recommends     nickel
plating  done  by  Electro  Loh  Plating
Co.,    717   Lajoie, DorvalQC,    Tel:
(514) 631-4227.     The  owner  of  the
firm  is  Mr.  Gerald  Lob.    The  plated
product is a very good reproduction of
the   satiny   finish   of   early   Meccano
nickel plating.  There are a number of
other    firms    specializing    in    metal
plating  including  nickel,  listed  in  the
Montreal  Yellow  Pages.     (No  postal
code is given for the address above.
It's  another  example  of  government '
scrooging  that  it  now  costs  75¢  to
obtain a postal code by telephone.)

Installing  5/32in.  shafts  on  non-
Ivleccano  motors:  Putting  a  5/32in.
shaft on  a  non-Meccano  motor  and
having it run true is always a problem.
Hubert  Hogle  reports that  he  uses  a
piece of 3/16in.  or  larger solid  brass
rod (check the plumbing parts section
of your hardware store).

``1  cut  a  piece  to  the  desired

length  and  drill  a  hole  in  the  centre
the same size and depth as the motor
shaft.   Of course,  you can  never get
the    hole    exact/y   centred    but    it
doesn't matter as long as it's close.   I
then  solder the brass  piece onto the
shaft.   The shaft will not run true but
can be trued up while turning it down
to 5/32in.

In   the   case   of   racing   car
motors, the motor can be mounted in
a bench vice and a file held against it
while  the  motor  is  running.     In  the
case    of   slower   or    less    powerful
motors,  I mount the motor on a small
piece  of  plywood.  I  put  an  abrasive
wheel  jn  my  table  saw  and  with  the
motor  shaft  running,  move  it  slowly
but  firmly  towards  the  edge  of  the
abrasion wheel. Care has to be taken
that the sriaft does not end up tapered
or barrel shaped."

Slip  Clutch:   Hubert also sends this
suggestion for slip clutches to prevent
gears     from      being     stripped
accidentally.      He  uses  a  neoprene
washer sandwiched  between  a collar
and the driving or driven gear which
is  nor journalled  to  the  shaft.    Better
yet,     if    space    permits,     use    two

neoprene washers, one on each side
of the gear.

Flexible Coupling:   lf you can find it,
speedometer     cable     makes     an
excellent flexible coupling (p/n 175) of
any  length  desired.   The diameter  is
less  than  5/32in.  so  you will  have to
solder  a  piece  of  5/32in.  tubing  on
each end.

Top, centre:  Dubois' grinders.
Left:  Pearson.s tubing bends.

Pottom:         "Dorcl.eater"    (1836)
rvia Flail photo)
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THE OAK BOX PROBLEM
Lloyd Spackman of the New

Zealand   Federation   of   Meocano
Modellers writes:   I am subscribing
to Canadian MeocaiNotes throngh NIIN
Models and look forward very much to
receiving    each    issue.        You    are
producing an excellent magarine.  fTe
Ted  Van  Klink's query  on  page  4 of
your  [March]  issue,   enclosed   is  an
answer to it.   I edited this down from
an article in [Mecoano] rvewsmag.  As
to "what to do", I have had all my zinc
parts cleaned and replated with nickel
and  palladium.    Costly,  but  it solves
the  problem  Ted  has.    Also  I  keep
girders and strips (very) lightly coated
with oil.  Open the drawers often, too.

We   heard   the   story   of   a
Meocanoman in Singapore. He bought
a Set 10 from England and in no time
at all the zinc parts were almost black
with  eff lorescence.     He  sent  the  lot
back   to    Meccano    Ltd.    and   they
replaced these parts.  That was in the
"good old days", eh?

rrhe  following  is  reprinted  from  the
NZFMM Magazine, October 1992, and
Meccano rvewsmag, July 1992]

"Zinc    plated     steel     pieces

entombed in oak cabinets are vulner-
able to corrosion  attack.   The  longer
the    undisturbed    entombment    the
sooner and more severe the attack."

Thus  writes  Fred  Lane,  well
known     Meccanoman    of    Sydney,
N.S.W„  in  N.M.M.G.  Newsmag,  July,
1992.

Having  had  personal  experi-
ence of corrosion on both Binns Road
and French Z.P. strips, Fred did some
investigating   into  the  problem.     He
Says:

"ln  one  Binn§   Pload  outfit  a

bolted   together   stack   of   relatively
short  perforated  strips  had  become
inseparable  using  gentle  means  and
had to be smashed  apart with  a deft
hammer  blow.    Each  inside  surface
was severely rusted - the severity not
being  indicated  by  the  blemishes  on
the outer surfaces.   A few years ago I
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discussed   the   problem   with   John
Rule,   fellow   member   of   our   local
Sydney   based   Meccano   Modellers'
Association.     He  alerted  me  to  the
existence of Defence Guide DG-3-A
which   his   company   used   to   help
overcome a problem it had relating to
the  corrosion  of  stored  zinc  plated
small  steel  fasteners.     I  obtained  a
copy and the information it contains is
most enlightening.

'Vapour    corrosion     of    the

coatings   may   occur   particularly   in
enclosed  or poorly ventilated  spaces
in   the  presence  ot  certain  organic
materials  that  emit  reactive vapours,
especially  of  an  acidic  nature.    The
attack  may vary from  a  light super-
ficial   corrosion   (white   rusting)   to   a
complete   and   rapid   failure   of   the
coating  permitting   heavy  rusting  of
the steel base.

The  development  of  vapour
corrosion depends on the nature and
concentration of the corrosive vapours
and on the humidity and temperature
of   the   air   surrounding   the   coated
surfaces.'

The organic materials known
to liberate corrosive vapours are listed
in the Appendix to DG-3-A.   Class D
WOOD   is   of   particular   interest   to
Meccanomen with  OAK and  SWEET
CHESTNUT being the only two class-
ified  as  'MOST  COPIROSIVE'.     The
note (3) to Class D states:

All  woods  are  liable  to  emit
corrosive vapours, mainly acetic acid,
probably   as   a   result   of   mild   but
progressive     hydrolysis     of     acetyl
groups attached to hemi-cellulosis in
the wood.   Emission is greatest from
freshly  cut  wood.     Drying  the  wood
reduces the emission  of acid  but dry
wood  reabsorbs moisture from damp
air   and   the   rate   Of   emission   then
increases.   Any heating may promote
the  formation  of  volatile  acid  which
may subsequently be emitted.

It is of interest to  mention the
small   article  p.19  .Antiques   in   New
South Wales' April-August 1991.  The
author tells us of Michael Livsmitz an

Ukrainian metallurgist now resident in
New South  Wales who  now special-
izes   in   caring   for   metal   antiques.
Michael offers the following advice:

'ln    an     antique    collection,

metals present problems of their own.
Even when a pieee is purchased free
of rust and corrosion, its preservation
should be considered.  Generally, dry
acid   free   storage   coupled   with   a
protective     coating,     should     be
sufficient.  Oak  is  not  recommended
for  storage  because  it  exudes  acidy
fumes."

BUT ALL IS NOT LOST.   The
Defence  Guide  suggests  preventive
measures as follows:

1.  Strip the zinc,  replate and
dichromate passivate, then lacquer all
nickel,  painted  and zinc coated steel
pieces if the original surface is in any
way imperfeet.

2.    Air   the   contents   of   all
storage containers frequently.

3.  Avoid  storage  of  original,
perfect Z.P. parts in timber containers.

4.   Progressively   have   such
parts    dichromatic    passivated    and
lacquered.

So our beloved  oak cabinets
proved over the years that they would
not   blemish   the   nickel   or   painted
pieces but failed to protectively house
the zinc plated steel pieces.

And There's More to Come
ln  tlie  September  CMrv we'Il

have   more   on   the   zinc   corrosion
problem, from  South Africa this time.
Dave    Feinstein,    Secretary   of   the
Johannesburg    Meccano   Hobbyists,
has  written   to  Ted   Van   Klink  with
ideas.  Unfortunately, his letter did not
reach  CMIV in time for this issue.   Are
there more Canadian ideas out there,
on this problem?   The Editor recently
picked   up  a  little  box  of  what  had
once   been   "Collection"   kit   parts-
mostly now in a tasteful shade of light
grey fuzz.   A particular problem: How
to clean  up the discoloured  heads of
the AIIen bolts-or is it worth trying?
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1950-STYLE OAK PRESENTATION BOX FOR OUTFIT No.10
by Greg Flahn

Construction Notes:

The     prototype     box     was
constructed  using  1/4in.  good-2-side
oak plywood that was glued  "back to
back" so a composite 1/2in. good-two-
sides oak plywood was formed for the
sides of the box and lid.   This lessens
the cost,  as only 1/4in.  plywood needs
to be bought when the project calls for
both 1/2in.  and 1/4in.   The lid top is 1/4in.
oak plywood as well as the bottom of
the box and the trays.

The partitions on the trays, as
well  as  inside the bottom  of the box,
were built using 1/din. solid oak.  Glued
to the oak plywood bottoms, this adds
a   great    deal    of    strength.        The
dimensions   given   in   the  plans   are
fairly    accurate.        If    a   tight    fit    is
encountered,  it can  be adjusted  with
sanding  as  the  solid  oak  allows  for
this.      The   lid   can   be  attached   by
mortising   in  two   11/2in.   x  1/2in.  brass
hinges.     The  lock  set  which  is  also
mortised  in the lid and box side, was
bought  at  Lee  Valley  wood  workers'
supply.

I   used   surface   mount  solid
oak  handles  that were  purchased  at
Windsor    Plywood.         These    were
attached with screws and glue to the
ends of the box  in  about the middle.
These  handles are extremely  strong

and  are  a  must  for  the  weight  they
must withstand.   As for the thin black
handles for the trays,  I have not found
a   source   yet.       Anybody   got   any
suggestions?

The box and trays were then
sanded, any cracks and/or blemishes
were  filled  with  oak  wood  filler,  and
the whole thing was finished  using  a
"Vanish"    penetrating    oil    finish.        I

chose Black Walnut because I believe
the original Binns Poad box was very
dark.      To   seal   the   box   I   used   a
recommended     polyurethane     and
applied   several   coats   (5?).       This
protects the contents from the acids in
the  oak  that  eat  metal!    To  further

protect tlle box  and  its  contents and
to  add  a  nice  looking  touch,  I  used
bright  yellow  poster  board  (available
at Office Depot) to line all the bottoms
of all the compartments in the box as
well as the trays.   When the parts are
stored   it   gives   the   illusion   of   the
original stringing cards and it protects
the box and parts too!   The drawings
are self-explanatory and a picture of
the  complete  box  is  available  from
myself or a good guide is the picture
of the original  in  the Bert Love  Mco-
cano Sysfem book or a colour adver-
tising  brochure from the 50's.   I used
the  transfers  available  from  some of
the  English  suppliers  of  Meocano  to
complete  the  lettering  inside  the  lid.
A  small   length  of  brass/gold  chain
was used to hold the lid erect or there
is  a good  chance  it would  be  ripped
off if let go!   Good  Luck!!

by Hubert Hogle, guest mut'IIator

Everyone  has  a box full  of damaged
1"   pulleys   or   road   wheels.       The
bosses of these can be removed and
easily    turned     into    small     pulleys.
Mount   the   boss   carefully   in   a   drill

press and use a file or hacksaw blade
to cut a V-shaped groove in the boss.
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BOTTOM TRAY #1

SIDE VIEW

TOP TRAY #2

SIDE VIEW
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7  TRY   THIS   MODELING
I

CHALLENGE!
London Bridge Tide Mill,13th-15th
Century

The most familiar wheels are
overshot  or  breast  wheels,  in  which
the weight of water entering near the

S`:   top   of   the  wheel   produces   power.`  Undershot   wheels   produce   power
from    the   force   of   water    running
beneath the wheel, most of the wheel
actually  being  out  of  the  water.     A
steamboat  paddle wheel  is  the  form
most  similar  to  an  undershot  wheel,

i    most  of  the  wheel  being  out  of  the
water, but in the steamboat the wheel
turns   exerting   force   on   the   water
beneath.   Undershot wheels were far

_-_----------
TOP TRAY #2

-  bEfoTT6M-Tiny-#T  ----- i

SIDE "X-F\AY" VIEW OF  BOX

-  less  common  that  overshot  wheels,
being   used   only   when   there   was
sufficient     current     but     insufficient
head(height     of     water     entering
thewheel)   to   produce   the   desired
Power.

The   Meccano   Maigazine   Of
February  1955,  page  71,  describes
the  tide  mills  of  old  London  Bridge
(13th-17th century) which were used
to  pump  water  and  to  grind  grain.
The old engraving shows the massive
wheel,    geared    at    each    end    to
crankshafts  which  operated  rows  Of
copper  lift  pumps.     The  four  crank
throws  being  at  right angles to each
other,  the  lift  stroke  of  each  pump
was at   a   different   phase   from   the
others, so that an even output flowed
into  the  pipes.    Note  the  early  "peg"
cogs   and   "lantern"   pinions   in   the
gearing,    all    originally    wood,    and
offering a challenge to the Meccano®
modeler.

A tide mill though working on
the same principle, is distinct from an
ordinary water mill in that the power is
provided  not by a continuous flow of
water    along    a    channel    speci.ally
constructed    or    adapted    for    the
purpose, but by the natural ebb of the
tide,   usually   in   a   river   estuary   in
which  the  mill  is sited.   Naturally,  the
working  is  intermittent.

Reprinted     f rom     the     Meccano
Magazine.
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CIIEMICAL FIRE ENGINE, 1895
by Don  F3edmond

Chemical   fire   engines   were
much  used   in  the  period  of  1875-
1915.   They consisted  of large tanks
(40-60     gallons,     200-300     litres)
containing  water   and   baking   soda.
For  controlling  small  fires,  sulphuric
acid was released  into the tank,  and
the pressure of carbon dioxide forced
out water and foam at high pressure.
This engine, pulled by one horse, was
designed by the fire chief in Kingston,
Ontario,   about   1895.      From   about
1910 to 1915, some chemical engines
were motorized, but as motor vehicles
became more reliable and capable of
powering   pumps,   chemical  engines
were largely superseded.   Soda-acid
chemical  extinguishers  survived  until
1945,   but  are   now  illegal   in   North
America.

Chassis:  A square frame of 11 -hole
strips, in stacks of three on each side,
is  joined   at  the  corners   by   lxlin.
angle  brackets.     Lengthwise  at  the
middle of this square is another stack
of   two    11-hole   strips,   which   are
described later in connection with the
tank mounting.   These midline strips
are   held   at   each   end    by   angle
brackets spaced out by washers, the
brackets  being  bolted  to  holes  either
side of the  midline.    AI  the  rear side
these bolts  also  hold  two overlapped
1 in. corner brackets pointing  upward.

Stacks of three 9-hole narrow
strips  are  extended  downward   one
hole by pairs of 3-hole narrow strips,
and bolted to the sides of the chassis
at  the  last  hole  to  the  rear,  and  the
tifth trom last hole.   These are joined
by 5-hole narrow double angle strips
across the top holes at each side, and
by   slacked    11-hole   narrow   strips
across the front and  rear at the top.
A  fifth  compound  of  narrow  strips  is
bolted   at   the   rear   midline   to   the
corner   brackets   and   the   top   rear
narrow   strips,   projecting   one   hole
above them.

Half-elliptical      springs      are
formed  of  5,   7  and   9-hole  narrow
strips   bent   and   stacked.      To   the
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second  hole from  each  end  is bolted
a right-angle rod-and-strip connect-
or,  and below  (on  the convex side of
the spring)  one hole each  side of the
centre, a pair of angle brackets slight-
ly opened  out so that the free  round
holes,  facing  each other,  are parallel.
The springs are fastened to the chas-
sis by angle brackets each carrying a
narrow double bracket.   Through the
double  brackets  and  the  rod-and-
strip connectors are pushed 1 in. rods.

The axles  for the two wheels
are carried on the ends of a wide U-
shaped frame.  Two compound strips
12-holes  long  are  made  of  stacked
strips,  and  at  each  end  a  stack  of
three  2in.  (4 or  5-hole)  strips  points
upward, attached to the 12-hole strip
by a  1 xl in.  angle bracket and a 1/2in.
angle bracket slacked for strength.  A
coupling,    with    no    grubscrews,    is
bolted outside each of the vertical 2in.
arms   by   a   14mm   Allen   pivot   bolt
through  the  second  from  top  hole of
the strips.  A 2in. rod projects outward
from  the  top  bore  of  each  coupling.
These rods are held in place by bolts
through the angle brackets under the
centre   of   each   spring,   spaced   by
washers so the axle structure is held
securely.

A  rear  step  is  formed  of  a
3xl 1 -hole flexible plate,  underlaid by
three 11 -hole strips, and at each end,
3-hole strips.   The step is hung from
arms  made of stacked  7-hole strips,
at  each  rear  corner  of  the  chassis
frame,  and  braced  at each  end by a
narrow obtuse angle bracket and a 5-
hole   narrow  strip,   the  bracket  and
strip slightly bent to fit.

Wheels:   Each   wheel   is   a   pair   of
circular  strips,  clamped  together  by
gin.  bolts  arranged  in  pairs  clamping
eleven   31/2in.   rods   as   spokes,   2in.
apart.   The end of each  rod clamped
between  the circular strips should be
wrapped     with      electrical      tape
sufficiently  to  ensure  a  secure  grip.
(The  small  rubber  end  caps  can  be
used,  but  tend  to  squeeze  outward
and to crush between the strips.)

At the rear corners of the top
framework,   two   naphtha  flares   are
represented.      Each   is   a   15in.   bolt
carrying   from  the  top  downward   a
%in. flanged wheel boss upward, and
a chimney adaptor open end upward.
(Each  hole  in  the  chimney  adaptors
may be filled with a setscrew (p/n 69)
but this  is  not  required.)   The bolt  is
screwed   into a screwed rod adaptor,
which   in  turn  is  carried  on  a  rod-
and-strip  connector  attached  to  the
frame.

The  driver's  seat  is  a  3x5-
hole flanged plate, the back a 5-hole
flat  girder  carried  on  angle  brackets
slightly opened out,  and the sides 3-
hole obtuse angle girders  (or 3-hole
strips     carried     on     obtuse     angle
brackets).    The  seat  is  mounted  on
two 3-hole double angle strips, each
end of the d.a.s. being opened out to
an  obtuse  angle.    These  in  turn  are
bolted  to  the front  cross-member  of
the   chassis.       Two   lxll/2in.   angle
brackets    carry   two   obtuse   angle
brackets on which a 5-hole flat girder
forms a footrest.

The shafts  for  the  horse  are
15-hole strips extended forward  and
downward   by   large-radius   curved
strips  (p/n  90).    A  stand  to  keep the
engine  level  is  formed  by  a 4in.  rod,
projecting downward from a rod-and-
strip connector at the tip of one shaft
and ending in a suitable heavy wheel,
which  also  acts  as  a  counterweight
since     the     engine     is     delicately
balanced.  `  At  the  second  hole  from
the chassis,  on  each  shaft  a  4-hole
narrow  strip  projects  downward  and
carries   at   its   end   a   narrow   angle
bracket  and  a  tin.  triangular  plate;
these   are   mounting   steps   for   the
driver.

Note:   Insufficient information can be
gleaned  from  the  1895  illustration  of
this     engine     to     answer     several
questions:    the  exact  functioning  of
the tilt mechanism for the tanks; tank
drainage and washing before refilling;
control  valves  for  each  tank.     Each
tank operates separately, probably by
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tilting  the  tank  to  a  near-horizontal
position ; the socket coupling between
the   tanks    represents   a   swivelling
connection  for  each  tank separately.
No    signalling    apparatus    (bell)    is
shown.    The  naphtha  flares  are  for
illuminating    the    operation    of    the
engine at night.  The engine would be
kept  in  the  level  position  in  the  fire
station by a removable stand.  Quick-
fastening  harness would  be used for
the horse, and is not shown as part of
the engine.

PARTS REQUIRED
2xlb                        8xl2a
20x2                        4xl2b
6x3                           1xl5a
lx5                            1xl5b
10x6                         23xl6
2x6a                       2xl6a
20xl2                      3xl7NBanlan

RECCANO   a   ERECTOR

Parts,   Sets,
Literature .

Old,   New,   Used,
Restored.

Send   $2.00(U.S.    or   CDN)
For  New

Parts  List  W/Prices

• SPECIAli  TO  HREERS .
Remote  Control  Sets

At  Half-Price!
Moon  Trekkers:    $50   U.S.
Heavy  Haulers:   $60   U.S.

Remote  Control  Units
With   2   Motors:    $50   U.S.

-Also-
Master  Builder  Sets,

$75   U.S.
(Shipping  Included)

I.OUIS   BOSEI-I.I
19   Payson  Rd.

Co rnwa I i -on -Huds on ,
N.Y.    12520   U.S.A.

(914)     534-2863
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1  x  18a
4 x  18b
5 x 20b
2 x 22a
4 x 24b
2 x 24c
2x48
1x51
4x59
2 x 62d
6x63
2 x 63b
3 x 63d

2 x  147f
2 x  1 62
1  x  163
4 x  1 64
1   x  171

2 x  1 73a
2 x  1 85 metal
i  x  189
3 x 212
4 x 212a
1   x  213
6 x 235
4 x 235b

2x77                   19x235d
2x90
2 x  1 03f
2  x  111

2  x  111a

8  x  111b
44 x  1 1 1 c
2  x  111d
3 x 133a
4 x 145
2 x  147c
6 x 147d

1 0 x 2359
2 x 235h
2 x 236a
4 x 238
3 x 239b
2 x 240
2 x 242a
2 Marklin #11792
1  Piece electrical
wire    or    plastic
4±mm X 5M

Double Angle Strips:   Not all double
angle strips are equal.  Over the years
they  have  come  in  almost  random
sizes.     The  ordinary  5-hole  d.a.s.,
part  48a,   tor   instance:   if  you   look
through  a pile of them,  you  may find
as many as three that will nest snugly
together.  This isn't always useful, but
sometimes  one  "size"  will  fit  where
another  will   not;  and  when  several
must   be   used   together,   it's   worth
being sure that all are the same size.
There may be other situations where
one d.a.s.  needs to fit inside a space
while  its  mate  fits  outside  the  same
plates.        Meccano   SA   (Calais)    is
keeping  up  the  tradition  of  irregular
sizes:   two    tin.    d.a.s.   with   centre
hole (part  48e)   have  turned   up,  of
which    one   fits    neatly    and    freely
inside the  other  with  barely  enough
space  between   them   tor   a  flexible
plate.

SPEED REDuc'IION oF En[GH SPEED MOTORs
by Hubert Hogle

When   using   a   high   speed
motor to drive a model, it is necessary
to find some way to reduce the speed.
There are three ways of doing this:
1.            A worm  can be used directly

from the motor shaft.
2.            One    or    more    spur    gear

reductions     can     be     used
directly from the motor.

3.            A   belt   drive   can   be   used
followed    by    one   or    more
series of gear reductions.

There   are   advantages   and
disadvantages of each.   Basically,  in
choosing  the  best  type  of  reduction,
one should consider tour things:
1.             Reducing  noise/vibration;
2.              Efficiency.
3.            Wear.
4.            Space.

A worm drive is most compact
and  simple  but  is  least  efficient  and
can  be noisy.   There  is a lot of wear
from  metal  is rubbing  against metal.

A  direct  gear  drive  is  most
efficient but is noisy and can result in
a  lot of wear on the gearing.   Vibra-
tion  can  be  reduced  by  triple plating
any holes carrying  high speed axles.

A belt drive,  followed  by one
or  more  series  of gear  reductions  is
the  quietest,   since  vibration   of  the
motor shaft and the belt-driven axle is
reduced   by  the   belt  tension.      It  is
essential  that  the  holes  carrying  the
belt-driven  axle  be  triple  plated  (or
reinforced by a double arm crank).   If
this is not done, a round hole quickly
becomes  a slotted  one.   A  belt drive
takes  more  space  (especially  if  a  3"
pulley  is  driven)  and  has  the  disad-
vantage that belts eventually wear out.

In  general,  in  the  interest  of
reducing   vibration   and   wear,   it   is
desirable to  reduce  the  speed  of  the
motor   as   quickly   as   possible   and
before  transmitting  the  drive  to  the
parts of the mechanism to be driven.



STEPPER MOTORS
By Neil Fraser

Good           motors           are
notoriously  difficult  to  find.      Most
commercially      available      electric
motors  are  either  too  small  to  do
any  serious  work,  or  are  120  volt
`touch  &  die'  monsters.    One  type

of  motor is  usually  overiooked:  the
stepper   motor.       They   are   the
motors  that  have  five  or  six  wires
coming    out   of   them.       Stepper
motors  can  be  obtained  from  old
computer  equipment  such  as  disc
drives  or  printers.    They  are  slow,
strong,    low    voltage,    and    have
unique running characteristics.

A   traditional   motor   has   a
series       of      coils      which       are
automatically  switched  on  and  off
by a set of brushes in contact with
the commutator (where the  sparks
and  ozone  come  from).     All  one
has to  do  is  apply  power,  and  the
motor    runs    itself    at    a    speed
proportional to the  voltage and the
load.      A   stepper   motor   has   no
commutator.   This is why there are
so  many  wires  coming  out  of  the
motor,  there  is  one  wire  for  each
coil  (usually  four)  and  one  or  two
common ground wires.   One has to
apply    power   to    one    coil    after
another in  the  proper sequence  in
order   to   get   the   motor   to   turn.
Although   this   is   difficult   to   do,   it
gives       one       amazing       control
capabilities.   The  motor can  be  run

smoothly at any  speed;  regardless
of load.    It can  be  stopped  but left
powered so that it is locked.   It can
also   be  extremely  accurate,   with
the ability to  turn  in  steps  of about
1  degree.

The      schematic      (below)
shows  the  electronics  required  to
drive   a   stepper   motor.       Three
commonly available chips  and  four
power  transistors  are  pretty  much
all   that   is   needed   for   complete
control of a stepper motor.

Clock    -    The    clock    is    the
ubiquitous    555    timer    chip.         It
produces  an   unending  stream  of
pulses  at  the  rate  defined  by  the
variable resistor, or speed control.

Counter -  The  two  counters  on
this   chip   each   divide   the   clock
pulses   by  two.      The   result   is   a
steady two-bit binary code:

00,  01,10,11

Logic  - The  four XOR  gates  on
this  chip  do  several  things.     The
binary   code   is   turned   into   Gray
code:

00,  01,11,10
The  Gray  code  is  made  to  count
backwards if the direction  switch  is
closed:

10,11,  01,  00
Finally,  the Gray code is expanded
into  stepping  sequences  for  each
coil:

ISSUE # 6 -JUNE 1997

1100,  0110,  0011,1001
Two coils are always on at any

time for maximum torque.

Step 1   (1100)

Step2  (0110)

Step 3  (0011)

Step 4  (1001)

This  four step  cycle  has  to
be  repeated  about  50  times  for  a
full  revolution  (not  once  as  shown
in the diagrams).

Transistors     -      Four     power
transistors       boost      the       weak
electronic     signals     into     current
powerful enough to drive the motor
coils.      The   diodes   next  to   each
transistor    short    out    the    nasty
backlash   that   is   generated   each
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time a coil switches off.   As a coil's
magnetic     field      collapses,      the
reverse  induction  can  generate  a
momentary hundred volt spike that
can  fry  electronics  (I   learned  that
one the hard way).

Power  Regulator -  Some  types
of chips are particularly sensitive to
voltage   fluctuations.       The   7805
power    regulator    will     take     any
voltage  between  6v  and   12v   DC
and  turn   it   into   a   smooth   5v  to
power the chips.

All the parts needed to build
this  circuit  are  available  at  Radio
Shack  stores  across  Canada  and
the  US,  but if you  have the option,
shop  anywhere   else.     The  table
shows  the  prices  at  Radio  Shack
compared  to  Active,   a  dedicated
electronics  store  here  in   Ottawa.
The easiest method  of building the
circuit      is      on      an       electronic
breadboard.   They are available at
all electronics stores.

The   completed   circuit   has
two        controls,         the        speed
potentiometer,    and   the   direction
switch.    The  higher the  resistance
of the potentiometer, the slower the

£9.

_5____
RE=iE.:

__ERE_gEH:
-^.RIFERE.

Astable Timer 555 1 276-1723 $2.99 $0.55
Dual D flipilop 74HCT74 1 276-2816 $1 .69 $0.31

Quad XOR 74HCT86 1 276-2819 $1.99 $0.37
PNP pwr. transistor 10W 4 4 x 276-2027 $11.96 $2.52
Diode 1A 4 2 x 276-1102 $3.38 $0.28
Resistor 1k 5 271-1321 $0.89 $0.20
Potentiometer 100k 1 271-092 $2.29 $1.15

Capacitor 1uF 2 2 x 272-996 $3.38 $0.28
Capacitor 100uF 1 272-1016 $1 .49 $0.22
5 volt re"ulator 7805 1 276-1770 $3.29 $0.45

a   i.                1`
`&E .RT

motor  will  turn.    At  low  resistance
settings    the    motor   will    turn    at
several revolutions per second,  but
beyond a certain limit the motor will
be unable to keep up and will start
to  skip  steps  and  vibrate.    At  the
other    extreme    one    can    easily
achieve speeds lower than  1  RPM.
Disconnecting    the    potentiometer
(which  is  equivalent  to  an  infinite
resistance) will  stop the  motor,  but
leave  it powered  so that the  shaft
won't   free-wheel.      Unlike   regular
motors,      stepper      motors      are
designed    to    handle    continuous
current  in  their  coils.    One  cannot
bum out a stepper motor.  The best
way   to   completely   turn   off   the
motor   (to   let   it  free-wheel)   is   to
disconnect the motor's power.

One
potential  problem
is        determining
which      wire      is
which      on      the
stepper       motor.
The          simplest
method  is  to  use
an  ohm  meter to
figure   out   which
wire  or wires  are
the           common
ones.   Then  plug
the         remaining
ones     into     the
circuit    randomly.
There    are    only
24             possible

permutations  and  8  of  them   are
correct,  so it won't take too long to
find one that works.

An     alternate     method     of
controlling  a  stepper motor  is  from
a  PC.    This  method  is  far  simpler
since   the   three   chips   and   the
power  regulator  are  not  required.
Simply  plug  the  transistor  section
of      the      circuit      (including      the
resistors) into pins 2,  3,  4 and  5 of
the computer's  parallel  port.    Then
find  someone  who  knows  how  to
program, and ask them to enter the
BASIC  code  (left)  and  customize  it
to your needs.   The program  listed
here will run a stepper motor at any
speed  in  either  direction.     The  `<'
key  slows  the  motor  down,  the  `>'
key  speeds  it  up,  and  the  `?'  key
switches  direction.    Press  `Esc'  to
end.

Having   a   computer  in   the
loop       greatly       increases       the
possibilities.    Create  a  simple  X-Y
plotter, then write computer code to
make it draw like a Meccanograph.
Or   create   a   computer-controlled
arm   and  program   it  to   assemble
and disassemble Servetti's trolleys.

A  more technical  version  of
this  article  can   be  found   on   the
World Wide Web at:
http://chat.carleton.ca/~nfraser/robotics/ {

lf you  have  any  questions,  please!
e-mail me at:                                                i

nfraser@chat.carleton.ca
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TORQUE AMPLmER
by Hubert Hogle

The   March    1993   issue   of
Constructor   Quarterly   No.19   cori-
tains an example of a torque amplifier
using    strings    on    counter-rotating
drums as clutches.   Mine uses worm
gears  to  press  rubber  tires  against
counter-rotating 50-tooth gears.

The  chassis  is  made  of  two
51/2x21/2in.  flat plates  mounted  on  the
sides  of  a  51/2x21/2in.   flanged   plate.
The motor is mounted on the st.de of
the  chassis  using  a  11/2in.  strip  as  a
spacer  along  the  top  edge.    This  is
important   to    make   sure   there   is
enough    clearance    for    the    21/2in.
double angle strip above the motor.

Mount   three    11/2in.    narrow
strips  centred  on  two  3in.  threaded
rods  as  shown.    Manipulate this  into
the centre of  the  mechanism  but do
not tighten the outside nuts as yet.

Mount    four    21/2in.     double
angle  strips   as   shown   using   11/2in.
strips or a thin washer as a spacers.
Mount two 21/2in.  strips to each  21/2in.
DAS to  provide reinforcement and to
prevent chatter in the rotating rods.   It
is crucial that these holes be properly
aligned so that an axle will pass freely
through  all  four  DAS.    The  ends  of
the DAS should be tightened securely.
Now  adjust  and  tighten  the  nuts  on
the  3in.  threaded  rods  making  sure
that an axle will pass freely thorough
the centre hole.

Mount  the  bearings   for  the
5in. axle, three triangular strips at one
end and three fishplates at the other.
Leave the bolts loose for now.

Install  the  input  and   output
axles.   One axle, carrying a 19-tooth
pinion,   should   extend   through   the
centre hole of the 11/2in.  narrow strips
by about 1/4in.   The other axle carries
a  longer   19-tooth  pinion  which  fits
over the exposed end of the first shaft.

Now   install   the   rest   of   the
gearjng  as  shown.   The  1/2in.  pulleys
carrying  rubber tires  are fixed  to  the
ends  of a 21/2in.  axle which  is  free to
slide   slightly,   (depending   on   which

way the input shaft is turned) so that
one of the rubber tires engages one of
the counter rotating 50-tooth gears.

The     50-tooth     gears     are
carried  on   11/2in.  axles  journalled  in
the outer DAS.   The inner ends of the
11/2in.   axles  project  just  far  enough
into    the    1/2in.    pulleys    to    provide
support   tor   the   shafts   but   not   far
enough   to   prevent   the   inner  shaft
from sliding sufficiently to engage.   A
fair amount of adjustment is required.

Finally,  mount  the  5in.  shaft
containing   the   two   15-tooth   gears
and adjust and tighten the bearings

for this  shaft.    (This  requires  a  bit of
fiddling    to   get   the   shaft    running
smoothly).   Hook up the belt and turn
on  the  power.    Note  that  the  motor
must    be    running    in    the    correct
direction for the meehanjsm to work.

When  you turn  the pinion on
the   input   shaft,   even   slightly,   the
crank   on   the   output   shaft   moves
exactly   in   step   and   the   torque   is
greatly increased.

I  haven't found  a use tor this
mechanism yet.   How about a power
steering   unit   for  a  piece   of   heavy
equipment?
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UP ANOTHER IELL:
by Don i?edmond

The December  1996 issue of
Constructor   Quarterly   con\alined   a
fine   "cliff   railway"   model   by   Dave
Taylor,   bright   in   zinc   and   yellow,
rising  at  45°  for a  length  of  nearly 5
feet.       The    article    mentioned    the
Lynton      and      Lynmouth,      and
Aberystwyth,   cliff   railways,   both   of
which I had seen.  We have examples
here  too:    at  Niagara  Falls;  between
the Upper and Lower towns in Quebec
City.           I     had     seen     others     in
Switzerland,   and   at   Bridgnorth   in
Shropshjre which  squeezes  between
the  houses  of  the  town.     Some  of
these do not have two straight tracks
from     top     to     bottom,      instead
economizing on a right-of-way width
by   squeezing   tracks   except   for   a
passing  loop  at  the  midway  point  of
two balanced cars.

I  opted  for  a  six-foot  track,
three 241/2in.  Iengths of angle girders
and  single-braced  girders,  rising  at
3o°.    Support  legs two-thirds  of  the
way  up were exactly 241/2in tall  (plus
fixing brackets and base) and the new
double  channel  girders were  superb
tor  the  purpose.    My  first  try  was  a
single track of 21/2in  gauge (nominal)
with  a  passing  loop-which  involve
fixed  points  and  frogs,  and  double-
flanged wheels on the "outer" side of
each car-ie.  the side toward which
each   car   would   turn   entering   the
passing  loop.    The cable  loop would
never tangle because it would  never
cross,  each  car  always  passing  the
other   on   the   side   guided   by   the
double-flanged wheels.

Unfortunately      the     fixed
undercarriage  of  the  cars  would  not
traverse  the  sharp  S-curve  at  each
end   of   the   loop;   the   axles   were
constrained  at  an  angle  to  the  rail,
and   the   clearance   of   the   double
flanges   had  to  exceed   the   margin
allowed by the tread of the "free"-side
wheels.  So  track  No.2  was  of  three
rails:  both  cars would  use the centre
rail,  one  from  each  side;  the  centre
rail opened into a loop,  and the outer
rails simply curved  around  it.
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INCLINE RAILWAY
For  reasons of structure,  the

distance between the outer rails of the
three-rail  sections  had  to  be  51/2in.,
the whole structure being 71/2in. wide.
The third  rail  (not as  in  other  railway
practice  meaning  an  electrified  rail)
had  therefore  to  be  exactly  haltway
between,  at 2%in.,  and  could  not be
carried    on    any   feasible    Meccano
brackets.    Fortunately  Marklin  Metall
trunnions  have  a' face with  1/4in.  hole
spacing,  so  they  were  used  to  hold
the  centre  rail.    At  the  passing  loop
the curved  rails were held  by slotted
angle brackets and short flat girders.

Each   rail   was   for   stiff ness
made  of  three  thicknesses  of  121/2in.
strips.   As  the cars were sensitive to
guidance  by the wheel  flanges,  their
%in.   flanged  wheels  were  selected
from the wide-flange wheels originally
supplied   with   the   p/n   167   geared
roller  bearing.     Even  so,  they  were
prone to catch on  the slightest track
irregularity.   On the inner faces of the
side rails, and both faces of he centre
rail,    joints    had    to    be    filled    by
"matching"   strips   filed   to   concave

ends so there was no discontinuity in
the rail edge.

There   is   a  slightly  drunken
stagger   momentarily   as   the   cars
traverse the  upper and  lower curves
of   the   passing   loop.      This   is   not
because   of   track    irregularity,    but
because   the   cars   find   themselves
going sideways for an instant.

The mechanism houses at top
and  bottom  add  more  than  another
foot  to  the  length  of  the  model.    A
surprising amount of tension must be
maintained on the idler sheave at the
top  to  prevent  it jamming,  as  Taylor
noted.   The drive at the lower end  is
generally akin to Taylor's except that
the  motor  used  is  a  24V  gearhead
motor with  low  output speed,  driving
the cable sheave through helical  and
spur gears.   A three-step time delay
using  loose  bush  wheels  with  single
pins   is   driven   by   the   large   helical
gear.   A rotary reversing switch using
Elektrikit  parts  proved  to  require  too
much  nudge  to  be  operated  by  the

gentle push of the descending car, so
I used the MO Meccano motor switch
as did Taylor.   Unfortunately this is a
flimsy   item,   and   the   moving  wiper
contacts  would  not  say  in  place,  so
they  had  to  be wedged  into  position
with  tiny  bits  of  plastic.     The  entire
lower  station  was  made  removable,
including   the  walls  on  three  sides.
The  fourth  wall,   on  the  MO  switch
side, was left open for observation by
the exhibitor while the model  ran.

Short   braced   girders   were
added  as  "gates"  on  both  cars  and
stations, and dummy lamp standards
added    around    the    lower    station
walkway.  (See picture pg.28)I

MECCAN0
LIMERICKS
Like   it   or   not,   a   few   more,    left
over  f ram  one  of  the  Owen  Sound
extravaganzas.

Frank    Hornby's    half-inch    pattern
angular
Produces fine models rectangular;

But when they're hexagonal
With dimensions diagonal,

One's reactions are solidly strangular.

Of parts a strange superfluity,
Calculated to test ingenuity.

But what can you do
lf you can't bolt or screw

The    bits    through    the    holes    with
impunity?

The  result's  sure  to  be-oh,  some
Oddity
Unlikely to be applauded.  He

Has done what he can,
So critics may pan

lf the model produced is a fraudity.

I built a new robot name Bart,
Which could build other models from
Start.

But it acted perverse,
And slipped into reverse,

And tore itself promptly apart.
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BRITISH MARINE ENGINE HSTORY IN MECCANO
Iv. -THE REcipnocA[TiNG ENGiNE
DEVELas
A Series Abridged f ram the Meccano
Magauzine,  1934

The main type of reciprocating
engine    that    evolved    is    generally
known as the steam-hammer engine,
on  account of  its  resemblance to the
forging  hammers  used  in steelworks.
This  engine  would   have  developed
earlier but for  the  low freeboard  and
small  draught  of  early  steamers.    In
warships     especially,     the    cylinder
heads would have been far above the
water-line and vulnerable to gunfire.
This  difficulty  was  overcome  as  the
size of ships increased, and though in
the early days the engines had to be
protected   at   their   upper   ends   by
armour, they quickly found favour.

Most engines of this type were
two-cylinder,      single-expansion,
double-acting  units with their cranks
set at 90° to overcome "dead centre".
A  model  of  one  of  these  engines  is
shown in  Fig.1. the odd section in the
foreground  being  part  of  a  cylinder
wall      detached      to     show      its
construction.

The bedplate is built up from
three   71/2in.   and   two   51/2in,   Angle
Girders,  Flat Girders  being  added  to
give   a   massive   appearance.       To
strengthen   the   frame   lin.   Corner
Brackets are used.   The condenser is
next   built,   its   near   side   being   two
51/2x31/2in.   Flat   plates,   and  the  two
ends are 21/2in. Flat Girders and Angle
Girders.       The   top   and    rear   are
3xll/2in.   and   51/£x21/2in.   Flat   Plates,
held in place by 71/2in.  Angle Girders.

Each  Crank  consists  of  two
couplings held together on a 1 in. Plod;
the connecting  rod  is two  2in.  Strips
The right-hand-side crank is carried
on a 3in. and a 2in. Pod, and the left-
hand-side crank on a 2in.  and a 1 in.
Pod,    the    latter    lengthened    by    a
coupling  and  a  Threaded  Pin.    The
Threaded  Pin  is  fitted with  a second
Coupling  that carries  the  connecting
rod  of  one  of  the  auxiliary  pumps.
The two cranks are coupled together

by a flexible connection built up from
two  Bush  Wheels  and  four gin.  Bolts,
locknutted as shown.

The  cylinder  block  needs  no
comment  except that the  valve  rods
slide  in  the  bosses  of   Double  Arm
Cranks  fitted  inside  the  block.     The
frames  supporting  the  cylinders  are
built   up   around   the  four  slidebars,
each of which is tour 21/2xl/2in.  Double
Angle Strips.   The vertical frames are
attached  to  these  by  tin.  Threaded
Rods passing through the slidebars.

Each  crosshead  is  two  11/2in.
Flat    Girders     held     together    and
attached   to   the   piston   rod   by   a
Coupling.  Each side of the crosshead
carries   a   gin.    Bolt   fitted   with   two
Collars,  the  Bolts  locknutted  to  allow
the Collars to  rotate.

Two  2in.  Strips  are  pivotally
attached  to  the  lower  edge  of  each
crosshead,  and  are  coupled  by  two
31/2in.  and two  11/2in.  strips to a  11/2in,
Rod   carrying   the   circulating   pump
connecting rod.   The two 31/2in. Strips
are   pivoted   on   a   11/2in.   rod.      The
circulating  pump  and   like  it  the  air
pump are each built up from two bush
wheels and six 11/2xl/2in. Double Angle
Strips.  The pumps are secured to the
rear of the condenser by Bolts each.

Compounding      was      f irst
applied  to  locomotives  in  1852,  and
was    immediately   successful   when
applied    to    ships.         Two-cylinder
compound      engines     were     soon
followed   by  triple-   and  quadruple-
expansion  types.     In  a  compound-
expansion   engine,   the   steam   first
entered  the  high-pressure  cylinder,
and after expanding there passed into
a  receiver,  until  the valve opened  to
admit it into the next cylinder.   Here it
cooled,  and if the engine was a two-
cylinder compound the steam passed
into  the  condenser  where  it  became
liquid water, and was then re-used in
the boilers.    In  triple and  quadruple-
expansion      engines,      expansion
occurred successively in three or four
cylinders,  with  a  receiver  after  each
stage of expansion.   Big vessels fitted

with   triple   or   quadruple   expansion
engines had cylinders arranged in one
line, with a separate crank for each.

In  older  vessels  this  system
was impractical on account of limited
engine  room  space;  more  than  two
cylinders  were  rarely  used  in  simple
expansion engines.  Tandem cylinders
were  therefore  introduced,  with  the
cylinders   arranged   one   above   the
other  in  pairs,  each  pair  having  one
common  connection  rod  and  crank.
In this way most of the advantages of
three or four stages of expansion were
obtained with only a slight increase in
height.  This could be accommodated
by removing the upper deck, and the
efficiency  of   a  ship  was   increased
without   affecting   the   cargo   space.
This  type  of  engine  lasted  only  as
long   as   these   older   vessels   were
afloat.

A      four-cylinder      triple-
expansion tandem engine is shown in
Fig.2, the cylinders being arranged to
give     one     high-pressure,      one
intermediate,  and  two  low-pressure
cylinders.   Each side of the base is a
91/2in.  Angle  Girder  and  a 91/2in.  Flat
Girder.    These  are  coupled  by  four
51/2in.   Angle   Girders   and   four   Flat
Girders, the base being made rigid by
four   large   Corner   Brackets.      One
31/2in.   Angle   Girder   and   two   11/2in.
Angle  Girders  are  now  attached  by
11/2in.  Strips  to  the  near  side  of  the
base.  The outer edges of these carry
the lower ends of 51/2in. Angle Girders
representing the outer vertical frames.
The inner vertical frames are built up
from   21/2xl/2in.   Double  Angle  Strips,
21/2in.  Strips  and  Channel  Bearings,
the  Double Angle Strips forming one
side of the slidebars.   The other side
is  formed  from  one  21/2xl/2in.  Double
Angle Strip and two 21/2in.  Strips;.the
unit is secured at the top by a Double
Bracket  and   at  the  bottom  by  two
Fishplates and a Double Bracket.  The
crossheads  are  each   made  of  two
11/2in.  Flat Girders  held  together and
attached  to  the  piston  rod,  a  61/2in.
Plod,  by a Coupling.   The connecting
rod,   a   3in.   F}od   is   pivoted   to   the
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crosshead by a Small Fork Piece and
to the crankshaft by a Coupling.   The
Crankshaft and valve gear are shown
in  Fig.2.

Each of the two low-pressure
cylinders  (the  lower  pair)  is  made  of
two Faceplates joined by five 31/2xl/2in.
Double    Angle    Strips,    the   spaces
between  these  being  filled  by  31/2in.
Strips  held  in  place  with  Fi§hplates.
An  extension fitted to one side of the
cylinder   represent   the   slide   valve
chest; this  is built up from two sets of
21/2in.  Curved  Strips  (p/n  90)  and  a
11/2jn.  Flat  Girder connected together
by 31/2in. Strips.  These are carried on
bent  21/2in.  Strips.    The  valve  chest
cover  is  made  of  three  31/2in.  Strips
held together by two 11/2in. Strips and
attached  to  the  valve  chest  by  four
Bolts    with    the    nuts    outside    for
accessibility.

The     two     low-pressure
cylinders are connected by a dummy
steam-pipe  made of  a Sleeve  Piece
and two Chimney Adaptors, held by a
2in. Threaded Pod.  The upper part of
each cylinder carries two supports by
which    the    high    and    intermediate
pressure     cylinders      (the     upper
cylinders)  are  attached  to  the  lower
ones.      The   high-pressure  cylinder
differs slightly from the intermediate-
pressure  cylinder,   as  the  former  is
fitted with a piston valve instead of the
slide    valves    used    on    the    other
cylinders.

The operation  of  the  air  and
circulating  pumps  is similar to that in
Fig.1, except that the pumps are built
from   21/exl/2in.   Double   Angle   Strips
instead of  11/2in.  ones.

Although  at this  period  most
marine  engines  were  of  the  vertical
type,   some   horizontal   direct-acting
engines were still used, such as in the
light  cruisers  and  destroyers  built  in
the late 19th century.   These engines
were   used   for   fast,    light   vessels
riaving      little     draught      and      low
freeboard, and in which weight was a
main consideration.   They resembled
the  return-connecting-rod  type  (see
Part Ill,  CMIVJune 1996)`but a direct-
acting connecting rod was used.  The
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disadvantages of these engines were
the short connecting rods and uneven
cylinder wear.  They became obsolete
as soon as fast naval vessels became
large enough to accommodate vertical
direct-acting engines, without the use
of too much armour.

From  about  1900 onward,  all
but  the  smallest  vessels  were  fitted
with   triple-or   quadruple-expansion
vertical   engines.      Triple-expansion
engines  were  usually  favoured  over
four-stage   expansion,    because   of
their   smaller   bulk   and   fewer   main
shaft  bearings.     This  was  of  major
importance,     tor     the     longer     the
bedplate of an engine, the greater are
the      possibilities      of      distortion,
decreasing the efficiency of the engine
through  friction.

A  race  for  faster  and  more
powerful vessels began,  especially in
western    Europe,    among    England,
Germany    and    France,    and    later
Holland  and  Italy.    British  engineers,
especially   on   Clydebank,   designed
some    remarkable    fast,    light    and
efficient     engines,     mostly     three-
cylinder  triple-expansion  units.    The
call  for  higher  speed  became  more
insistent.   By 1906 most vessels were
driven     by     efficient     triple-     and
quadruple-expansion  engines,  those
in the bigger liners capable of driving
them  at over  18 knots.   This was the
climax   of   high-speed   reciprocating
engines, for the possibilities of turbine
propulsion were being realized.   From
then   onward   reciprocating   engines
were applied only to slower ships such
as cargo vessels and tankers.

For ships in which high speed
was less important than reliability and
simplicity, reciprocating engines were
still  used  in  the  1930's.   A fine model
of a triple-expansion engine is shown
in     Fig.3,    giving    an    idea    of    the
compact  and  symmetrical  design  of
the type.

The    base    of    this    model
represents   the   floor   of   the   engine
room  and  not  the  actual  bedplate  of
the  engine.    It  is  made of two  121/2in.
and   two   91/2in.   Angle   Girders,   the
frame being covered by 51/2x31/2in. Flat

Plates.     A  space  21/2in.  wide  is  left
between  the  two  rows  of  Flat  Plates
and  their  inner  edges  are supported
on  two  121/2in.  Angle  Girders.    Each
main  shaft  bearing  is  made  from  a
21/2x21/2in.  Flat  plate  and  three 21/2in.
Angle Girders, the bearing being held
in place by a 31/2in. Angle Girder.  The
four inner bearings are held in pair by
3xl 1/2in. Flat Plates.  The crankshaft is
shown  in the illustration.

The     rear     cylinder     block
supports  are  each  built  up from  two
91/2in.  Angle Girders,  held  in  place at
their   lower   ends   by    lxlin.    Angle
Brackets.   The slidebar is secured to
the  upper  end  of  the  support;   it  is
made of two  31/2in.  Flat Girders,  held
on  Fishplates  at  their  lower  ends  so
they  are  vertical  when  the  cylinder
support  is  at  its  correct  angle.    The
supports   on    the    near   side   each
consist  ot  a  61/2in.   and  a  3in.   Pod
joined  by a Coupling  and  held at the
lower end by a Double Arm Crank.  At
its upper end this rod is attached by a
Coupling  and  a  lxlin.  Angle  Bracket
to the underside of the cylinder block.
Sleeve Pieces and Chimney Adaptors
give the rods a solid appearance.

The  cylinder  block  is  shown
clearly in  Fig.3.   The top is not bolted
into place; this makes constructing the
cylinder unit easier.  The valve gear is
Stephenson's  Link  Motion,  as  in  the
other  two  models,  and  is  controlled
from  the  handwheel,  a 2in.  Pulley at
centre of the  illustration,  which  turns
a Worm  engaging  a  57-tooth  Gear.
A 3in.  Strip connects this to a Crank
on the link reversing  rod.

It  will  be  noticed  that  earlier
marine  engines,  such  as  the  side-
lever engine,  operated  all  the pumps
and   other   engine-room   machinery
directly.        As    engine   construction
developed, more auxiliaries have been
detached   and   driven   by   separate
small engines or motors until, as seen
in    Fig.3,    not    even    the    air    and
circulating pumps are operated by the
main  engine.    The  main  power  unit
drives     only     the     propeller,     while
auxiliaries    are    operated    at    lower
steam  pressure  through  a  reducing
valve.
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/     Fts. 3.   The c°mpaucuts¥ou¥#fapE:::rM=fa%mmffi marine cng]ne is wc]l

Fig. 2.    A fine m°ddinoof]dav¥emase¥esin:inaqgias: LO#ce]:.unit adapted for use

Bill Buddenhagen, We Need You
Bill's car carrier units, mounted on apparently scores of 1 in.
Meccano® pulleys and tires, were simply forecasts of what
is already on the highways.   Car transporters which carry
two vehicles atop the cab and which raise and lower ramps
hydraulically.    Bottom  dump  semi-trailers  for  powdered
cement, and all kinds of other specialized loads, each unit
as much as 40ft.  long.   Trucks with two semi-trailers, the
first trailer having  its  rear undercarriage projecting with a
"fifth  wheel"  trailer  hitch  to  connect  the  second  trailer.

Long heavy-load trucks with three rear carrying axles and
one or more "optional" axles at the midpoint. A semi-trailer
"chassis-less" body, the floor riding only a foot or so above

the road,  each  rear wheel  (of six!) attached not to a cross
axle     but     to     an     arm     anchored     to     the     body,
raised/lowered/sprung on a hydraulic arm, so that two, tour
or six rear wheels can be used to carry the load.

The Meccano Magari.ne for February 1959 showed
a mighty 18-wheeler, a Euclid dumptruck modified to pull
a  dump  trailer  with  a  capacity  of  100  tons,  used  in  the
construction of the Oahe Dam in South Dakota.  The dump
body is 45ft.  long and 15 ft. wide, and it can be dumped in
15 seconds.
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IT'S NOT MECCANO-BUT
Most  boxfuls  of  secondhand

Meccano  in Canada contain bits that
are obviously not from Binns Poad or
Calais-but  what  are  they?    Some
are identifiable hardware-store items,
but many are obviously parts of some
construction    set.       Pick   them   out
disdainfully if you wish,  but you don't
need   to   throw   them   away.      They
might   be   useful.      Someone   might
want them.  They might even tell their
own    story    about    this    fascinating
hobby-perhaps     even    something
about   Canadian   history.      Previous
issues of CMIV have had articles on two
Canadian-made construction systems
which    sometimes    crop    up    (The
Engineer,  and Castle Builder).   There
are other Canadian sets which  CMrv
has    not   yet   described,    such    as
Structomode,     made    in    Hamilton,
Ontario,   about  1921-22.     Some  of
these   Canadian   sets   were   almost
indistinguishable  from   early   nickel-
plated   Meccano,   except   tor   a   few
telltale pieces.

Other     odd     pieces     of
construction   sets   often   turn   up   in
batches   of   Meccano   both   old   and
not so old.   These pieces tell some-
thing    of    the    economics    of    the
toytrade,    as   imports    from    many
countries    into    Canada.         A    few
commonly  found  systems,  and  their
readily  identifiable  pieces,  are  listed
below.

Erector:   Meccano S.A.  now
owns   the   Erector   trademark,   and
markets  Meocano  under  the  Ereetor
name  in  the  United  States;  but from
1913  to  the  1970's  "Erector"  meant
the    product    of    the    A.C.    Gilbert
company in the U.S.A. and successor
firms      which      produced      differem
designs   under   the   Erector   name.
"Gilbert Erector" is distinguished by its

latticework girders with ridged edges.
"Gabriel  Erector" which  followed  has

strips   with   bent-down   edges   and
conical   dimples   for   holes.      Gilbert
Erector  strips  were  flimsy,  but  there
are lots of Erector enthusiasts even in
Canada.
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American    Model    Builder:
"AMB"  for  short,  it  was  produced  in

the  early  Meccano  period,1915-23,
and  was  so  much  like  nickel-plated
Meccano that Frank Hornby engaged
in   a  protracted   lawsuit  against  the
owner  of  the  firm,  Charles  Wagner.
AMB   strips   and   similar   parts   are
almost      indistinguishable      from
Meccano,   but  there  are  clue  parts:
flat   and   flanged   plates  with   ridges
1/2in.  from  each  edge;  flanged  plates
have   sharp   square   corners;   "car"
(railroad) wheels have the boss inside,
unlike     Meccano     flanged     wheels;
"trunnions" have ridges, and a 4-hole

flange;    T-shaped    brackets    have
edges with tiny flanges.   A  rack strip
has teeth on  a turned-over part ot a
strip  with  a  long  slot.    Judging  from
the amount of AMB found in Canada,
often in sizeable (but usually battered
and  rusty)  sets,  it  must  have  been
systematically    imported    during    its
prime period.

Other  systems  found,   in  no
particular order,  include:

Merkur:   Easy to spot,  strips
and  girders  are  orange,  or  orangy-
red.   Holes are lcm apart rather than
1/2in.       An   11x5-hole   flanged   plate

looks    Munchkin-sized    beside    the
corresponding Meccano part.   Merkur
was    at   one    point    in    the    1960's
imported in bulk from Czechoslovakia,
repackaged   in   Montreal   by   a   firm
called    Paramount    Industries    (and
possibly   by  another  firm)   and   sold
under at least two names:  Constructo
and Buildo.   Boxes and manuals may
even say "Made in Canada".  Perhaps
the boxes and manuals were made in
Canada; the parts were not.   There is
also confusion because quite different
construction systems were legitimately
produced elsewhere under tr`e names
of   Constructo   and   Buildo.      Merkur
was  also  repackaged   in  the  U.S.A.
through Pladio Shack, under the name
Funstruction.

Vogue:      Made   in   England,
Vogue must have been  imported  into
Canada, probably in the 1950s.   Even

a mint boxed set, parts still strung into
the original display,  has been seen in
Ontario.   plates and strips  are heavy
gauge steel, strips and girders green,
plates and wheels red.   Holes at 1/2in.
spacing are smaller than Meccano-a
Meccano    rod    or    bolt   will    not   fit.
Vogue nuts and bolts are of a British
thread, 6BA, with large 5/16in.  hex or
square   nuts,   some   brass.      Pulley
wheels   Tin.  size  are  green.     "Pload
Wheels" are of "balloon" style, hollow,
red,   1%in.   diameter.      Semicircular
plates look exactly like Meccano save
for  the  smaller  holes.    Angle  girders
have  very   rounded   bends   and   no
slotted holes.  Strips have corners cut
at   45°.       There   are   other   British
systems   nearly   identical   to   Vogue,
including  Palikit and  Pioneer.

Bral:      An   Italian   cousin   of
Mecoano, Bral rias the name stamped
on   many   parts   as   does   Meccano.
Almost indistinguishable otherwise,  a
clue  part  is  the  trunnion,  which  has
the apex cut off flat.  Plates are green;
pulleys and other wheels are diecast.
Bral  was  sold  in  Canada  by  certain
shops until quite recently.

Marklin  Metall:   This system
commenced as Meccano produced in
Germany,     but     the    factory     was
commandeered during the first World
War.   After the war the toy-train firm
of  Marklin  produced  the  system.     It
has  a wide  range  of  excellent  parts,
including      numerous      ingenious
brackets   in   dull   black,   mostly  with
1/4in.   hole   spacing.      circular   parts
include  flanged  discs  and   rings  of
many   sizes,   usually   blue.       Fitting
around    them    are    "cookie-cutter"
spring-steel  corrugated  rings  which
form  large-toothed  gears.     Flexible
aluminum  plates  are painted  on  one
side,  usually blue.   Strips and girders
are   pale   green.      There   are   farm
macliinery    and     highway    sets    in
orange and black.

Wisdom:               A    Chinese
construction  set sold  in Canada over
the past few years bears English and
Frencri  names:   Wisdom/Sagesse.   It



is gaudily lacquered  in shades of red
and   light   blue,   with   yellow   plastic
flexible   plates   with   Meccano-sized
holes.   The hole spacing is a trifle less
than  1/2in.;  the  difference can  readily
be seen comparing it with an  11 -hole
Meccano strip.   Bush wheels and  tin.
pulleys      in      bright      plating      have
remarkably     long      single-tapped
bosses.   There are also  road wheels
with   rubber  tires   and   white   plastic
centres which are a push fit on 2,3mm
rods.        The    bright    hex    nuts    are
remarkably thick, and the metric bolts
have   round   Phillips   (cross)   heads.
Wisdom  flat  trunnions  are  useful  in
Meccano  construction  as  they  have
two rows of three round holes, instead
of odd-shaped cutouts.

"Other   Systems":       Such

parts are worth hanging on to, at least
temporarily, as most of these systems
are of interest to toy collectors,  even
some   who   are   primarily   Meccano
enthusiasts.   (Buckets ot  rust always
excepted,      and     occasionally
found-though  depending  on  what
they  are,  even  these  are  sometimes
salvageable.)        Nearly    500    metal
construction systems worldwide have
been  identified,  and  there is a semi-
annual  newsletter  for  collectors,  but
most  such   sets   are   unlikely   to   be
found     in     Canadian     seoondhand
Meccano.     "O,S."  collectors   among
CMrv     readers      include      Plichard
Symonds,   John   Wapshott,   Michael
Stephens,  Kendrick  Bisset  and  Don
Pedmond.

And     one     thing      about
Structomode, of which very little has
been  found  so  far:     It  has   braced
girders    with    semicircular    cutouts
along each side,  instead of triangular
Ones.

Don Redmond

The article When Play and Work Are
One  is  reprinted  from  the  7.ne  rvew
york ri.mos, Saturday, May 21, 1994,
by courtesy of Louis  Boselli.

A

AB0UIT NEW YORK

Michael T. Kaufman

When Play
And Woff*
Are One

had darted past no+admittance signs
to peer into the Guggenheim Space
Theater. they would have seen Lou
Boselli and three French technicians
working hard to build a half-scale
model of an Apollo moon landing con-
sole entirely out of Erector set parts.

Mr. Boselli, who is 57 years old and
is Erector's master builder, was su-
pervising the operation, checking his
own plans and the actual Grumman
blueprin(s for the moon voyage vehj-
cles : the pod (hat took Nell Arm-
strong and Edwin Aldrin to the lunar
surface on July 20, 1969, the module
that lifted the astronauts back to
their orbiting rocket, and the jeeplike
rover used on later moon missions.

~  ~  ®  ~  -----  ~  +

^r\IY eavesdropping child would
have noted the resolve and ad-
mired the teamwork. Perhaps

she would have also sensed the de-
light of the master builder making his
living through child's play. What was
going on may have been only a small
step for mankind, but it was clearly a
giant step for Mr. Boselli.

"You can't imagine how lucky I
fciel," said the man who travels
around [he country designing and
building complex pi.ojects with the
8l-yearrold Erector system. Mr. Bo-
selli is aware (hat the way his dcstjny
settled upon him is uTiusual, that ITiost
people do not flnd (heir true calling
when they are 7 years old. He knows
that mostly they zig and zag and
make false starts, and hardly ever do
they so fully selze dreams or child-
r'ood.

"I know it sounds crazy, but this ls

all I ever wanted since my parents
bought me the second smallest Erec-
tor set available for Christmas of
1945," the builder said. "We were liv-
ing on Rhlnclander Avenue in the
Bronx, and I would spend hours ln the
basemen( playing with I.Incoln Logs
and Tinker Toys. My parents must
have realized I had some aptltllde
when they bought the Erector set."
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"lt became a real passlon," he
said. "I liked working alone, followlng
lnstructlons, concentrating, watching

;hu`]Ttgitfkee,:?rapp|:'n]e3`8n°ji::etrhindq§:I
covered girls and cars. but from that
day untll now I never stopped making
Erector models, "

motorized one with enough par(a to
build a Ferrl§ wheel. He built all the

amn°dd::%i`:nt:8£,CsC:#np:g%`:]i.*klet
weekends he would visit other erec(or
displays at the A. C. GIIbert Hall of
Sclence on 23d Street, which was
named after the founder of the Erec.
tor system or perforated steel girders
whose company produced the sets un-
tjl 1967, "My mother would joke that I

afee;ts£:urdu:rvt:Eee[ahf:g.}ratmaybe
Alter Mr. Boselli graduated from

Cardinal Hayes High School, he con-
eluded that troubles with malh would
block success as an engineer. Instead
he learned tool and dye making. He
kept making models, and when he
found that the United Slates Military
Academy at West Point needed peo-
plc who could make working models
10 teach how weapons systems or ve-
hicles functioned, he applied there,
setting the job and eventually becom-
iiig head of the audiovjsual depart-
men(.

He married and as his family grew
h'e l{ept making models at work and
al home. though neither his son nor
daughter came to share hls passion.
He showed off his constructions at
shows sponsored by a nationwide
Erector club. Then in 1982, as Lego,
Barbie Dolls and early computer
games made headway in the toy mar-
ket, new Erector sets disappeared.
The company that succeeded Gilbert
stopped production. Though dishear(-
ened, Mi'. Bosel]i did no( put away
childish things. He started buying up
old sets and built up a large collec-
lion. Some sets went back to the years
just after A. C. Gilbert devised the
system in 1913, inspired by the con-
struction of a railroad bridge on the
New York Central.

Then in 1987, shortly after Meccano
resumecl production, the French com-
pany asked ir he would build models
to promote the system in the country
of its origin. They could not pay him a
salary, but they said they would com-
pensate him with free Erector sets.
Iiow could Mr. Boselli refuse a dream
deal like that? He built. He traveled.
Thecompanyprosperedtothepoint
lhat they even offered l]im pay.

That enabled Mr. Boselli to take
early retirement from West Point
last year and do what his mother used
to joke about :  make a living playing
with his Erector set.
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CANADIAN MECCANOTES

RINGSTON RAIL-O-RAMA IN APRIL
Seven  modelers filled 68 feet

of   table   space   in   the   Portsmouth
olympic  Harbour,  Kingston,  Ontario,
for  the  annual  Rail-o-Rama  of  the
Kingston  Division, Canadian Pailroad
Historical Association, on April 19-20.
Doug   Armstrong  filled  a  table  with
small  models  for  the current  French
Meccano kits, and a drop-centre low-
loader carrying  one of the caterpillar
track   units   for   his   big   model-in-
progress;  he isn't sure whether  it will
eventually  be  a  power  shovel  or  a
crane.     And   his  (even   longer)   little
truck, shown  in the March  CMrv, was
this time carrying a load made of hub
discs-representing  perhaps  a  rotor
for a hydroelectric generator.

Don   Redmond's  centrepiece
was an  incline railway,  modified from
the one in the December Consfructor
Ouarfe//y,  using  only three  rails with
a passing loop.  Among the rest of his
showing were the snowplow from the
December CMIV and the horse drawn
chemical   fire   engine   described   on
pages  14  and  15;  and  a tractor  and
disc    harrow    using    39    one-inch
sprockets,   built   in    response   to   a
challenge   from   Lou   Boselli   at   the
November Hobby Show.

Neil Fraser's computerrd riven
stepper-motor  decoder  for   padlock
combinations drew  a lot of computer
buffs; see his article on pages 17-18.

John Wapshott had only one
ferris wheel this time, in broad-beam
Gilbert Erector with lots of lights.   Five
monster  truck  models  included  one
made  from  Army  Multikit  parts,  with
obsolete   4in.   plastic   Boad   Wheels
($200 worth ot wheels on a $40 truck,
he said);  others were various  blends
of   Meccano  and   other  parts.     The
Konkoly     Don     Quixote     model,     a
fairground    chair    ride    and    a   Trix
windmill  added  lots of action.

Hubert     Hogle's     team     ot
Martha  and  M6bius-Martha  Ill  the
smiling     robot,     and     his     towering
M6bius   strip  with   its   whizzing   car,
were accompanied by a table of small
mechanisms,  including  a  new design
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of torque converter and a design for a
4-drive gearbox.

Leslie  Ploberts  had  his  ever-
popular hockey game, for which small
boys    were    clamouring    whenever
Leslie was  away from  the  table,  and
other items.

Attila  Szanokyi  came  for  the
20th with his crowd-pulling horserace,
and    Erika's    fine    Meccano    Junior
models.

Ken    Brown    from    Cobourg
dropped in to visit.  He mentioned that
the advance flyer of the Flail-o-F3ama
had not mentioned Meccano; we'Il try
to  ensure  that  we're  on  next  year's
toil+ll.     (Photograiphs on pages 27-28!)

by Hubert Hogle

The photograph below shows a simple
way  to  use  a  rack strip  in  a  fashion
that    permits    it    to    swivel    in    any
direction.       This   can   be   used   to
simulate  hydraulics.    The knuckle  at
the  far  end  of  the  rack  strip  is  also
interesting because it uses a long bolt
through    the   threaded    hole   of    a
handrail coupling to reduce play.  The
long bolt is anchored to strips at both
sides of the handrail coupling, so the
joint  is  strong  and  the  rack  strip  is
kept perpendicular to the gear.

Susan, Nlartrla (Ill) and Hubert Hogle (photographed at an earlier Meccano
show).  Armed witr\ that screwdriver, Martha is ready for anyttiing-but is
Hubert trlreatening to make her steam dr-Iven witr\ that little engine?
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